LIVE THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution widely recognized as America’s leading partnership university. With more than 68,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States and is ranked as one of the best educational values in the nation by Forbes and Kiplinger's. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation for Success
UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 215 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers
UCF offers 95 bachelor’s, 87 master’s, 28 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all public universities in Florida and the nation by conferring nearly 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2018, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1328, The Burnett Honors College enrolled 2,211 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 25 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education
UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number three game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life
Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health informatics.
Dear Graduates,

Congratulations! Your hard work has paid off — today is the day you go from UCF students to alumni.

We often say that the future of UCF and Orlando is big, and I encourage you to think and dream big about your future.

Already, you have made a valuable investment by earning a college degree. With it, I know you will make a big impact because of the knowledge and experience gained.

As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, keep stimulating the intellectual curiosity that got you this far and never forget the friends, family and faculty members who helped you along your path. Use your knowledge, talent and degree to their fullest to help make a better future. And remember your university for the benefit of future students whose lives and livelihoods will be lifted here.

Congratulations again, and best wishes for a lifetime of success and happiness.

Go Knights! Charge On!

Dale Whittaker
President
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
College of Business Administration, College of Engineering and Computer Science, and College of Optics and Photonics
December 14, 2018 – 9:00 a.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal ................................................................. Dr. Carole Ann Creque
Commencement Speaker .................................................. The Honorable Stephanie Murphy
President ........................................................................ Dr. Dale Whittaker
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs............................ Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ........................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing ........................................ Mr. Grant Heston
Senior Counsel to the President ........................................ Mr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ........................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Government Relations ................................................................. Ms. Janet D. Owen
Interim Vice President for Administration and Finance .......................................................... Ms. Misty Shepherd
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ............................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Business Administration .............................................................. Dr. Paul Jarley
Dean, College of Engineering and Computer Science .................................................. Dr. Michael Georgiopoulos
Dean and Director, College of Optics and Photonics .................................................. Dr. Bahaa Saleh
Alumni Representative .................................................................................. Ms. Beth Smith
Student Government Association President ...................................................... Mr. Josh Boloña
University Faculty Representative ........................................................................ Dr. C. Kyle Renshaw
Staff Council Representative .............................................................................. Ms. Joanne McCully
Order of Pegasus .......................................................................................... Mr. Nicholas Richard Larkins
Order of Pegasus ......................................................................................... Mr. Matthew Brandon Wright

Commencement Speaker

U.S. Congresswoman Stephanie Murphy proudly represents Florida’s Seventh Congressional District in the U.S. House of Representatives. The district includes all of Seminole County and much of northern Orange County, including downtown Orlando, Maitland, Winter Park, and the University of Central Florida. She currently serves on the powerful House Armed Services Committee and the House Small Business Committee, where she serves as Ranking Member on the Subcommittee on Contracting and Workforce.

Previously, Congresswoman Murphy was a businesswoman and college instructor after serving as a national security specialist in the Office of the U.S. Secretary of Defense where she received numerous awards for her distinguished service, including the Secretary of Defense Medal for Exceptional Civilian Service. She worked on a wide range of security issues from counterterrorism to foreign military relations to strategic planning for the department. Prior to her public service, Stephanie was a strategy consultant at Deloitte Consulting.

Congresswoman Murphy holds a M.S. in Foreign Service from Georgetown University and a B.A. in Economics from the College of William and Mary. She lives in Winter Park, Florida, with her husband and two young children.

The Honorable Stephanie Murphy
College of Graduate Studies and College of Sciences
December 14, 2018 – 2:30 p.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal ................................................................. Dr. Ross Hinkle
Commencement Speaker .................................................. Mr. Michael “Micky” Grindstaff
President ........................................................................... Dr. Dale Whittaker
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ....................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .......... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing ............ Mr. Grant Heston
Senior Counsel to the President ........................................... Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ............... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Government Relations ................................ Ms. Janet D. Owen
Interim Vice President for Administration and Finance ........................... Ms. Misty Shepherd
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ...................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Sciences ................................................... Dr. Michael Johnson
Alumni Representative ........................................................ Mr. Britt Massing
Student Government Association Vice President ................................. Mr. Jad Shalhoub
University Faculty Representative .......................................... Dr. Daniel Britt
Staff Council Representative ................................................. Ms. Paula McClure

Commencement Speaker

Michael J. “Micky” Grindstaff is a partner in Shutts & Bowen’s Orlando office and is the firm wide Managing Partner. He also serves on the firm’s Executive Committee.

After earning his B.S.B.A. from UCF in 1978, Micky graduated cum laude from Mercer University, Walter F. George School of Law. Since 1982, Micky’s practice of law has been concentrated in the areas of real estate transactions, land use and development.

He has been a long-time supporter of the University of Central Florida, having served as chair of the UCF Board of Trustees and chair of the UCF Foundation, Inc. Board of Directors. He is a past director of the UCF Athletics Association, Inc. Board of Directors, and a past director of the UCF Alumni Board.

Grindstaff’s community service is also extensive. He was appointed in 2005 by United States Senator Mel Martinez to serve as statewide chair of the Florida Federal Judicial Nominating Commission and was reappointed by United States Senator Bill Nelson in 2009 to serve as a member of the Middle District Conference of the FJNC. He is a past chair and member of the Orange County Planning and Zoning Commission. He is a past trustee of the Orlando Science Center. Grindstaff has been recognized in The Best Lawyers in America 2006-2013; Orlando Magazine’s Lawyers of Distinction 2006; Orlando Magazine’s Orlando Best Lawyers 2006-2013; and Florida Trend’s Legal Elite 2006-2012.

Michael “Micky” Grindstaff
College of Community Innovation and Education
and College of Health Professions and Sciences

December 15, 2018 – 9:00 a.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal .......................................................................................................................... Dr. Mary Ann Feldheim
Commencement Speaker .................................................................................................................. Dr. Dale Whittaker
President .......................................................................................................................... Dr. Dale Whittaker
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs .......................................................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ........................................ Dr. Maribeth Elasz
Vice President for Health Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine........................................ Deborah C. German, M.D.
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing ................................ Mr. Grant Heston
Senior Counsel to the President .......................................................................................... Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies .................................. Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Government Relations ................................................................................. Ms. Janet D. Owen
Vice President for Partnerships and Chief Innovation Officer ............................................... Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Interim Vice President for Administration and Finance .................................................. Ms. Misty Shepherd
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ................................................................................ Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Community Innovation and Education .................................................. Dr. Pamela S. Carroll
Interim Dean, College of Health Professions and Sciences ................................................ Dr. Jeffrey R. Stout
Alumni Representative ......................................................................................................... Mr. Kyle Israel
Student Government Association Vice President ............................................................... Mr. Jad Shalhoub
University Faculty Representative ....................................................................................... Dr. Rosemarye Taylor
Staff Council Representative .............................................................................................. Ms. Christine Rivera

Commencement Speaker

Dale Whittaker came to the University of Central Florida in August 2014 to serve as its provost and vice president for Academic Affairs, providing leadership to UCF’s 13 colleges, multiple campuses and research centers and institutes. He was promoted to provost and executive vice president in 2015 and became the university’s fifth president on July 1, 2018, following a nationwide search.

Since arriving at UCF, he has helped recruit and hire more than 200 new faculty members, launched an interdisciplinary teaching and research faculty cluster initiative, led the creation of a downtown campus, elevated UCF’s digital learning efforts to improve student success and embarked on a 20-year strategic planning process.

As president, Whittaker will focus on developing the best talent and creating deeper and wider partnerships across and beyond the university. He will also continue his commitment to giving students equal opportunities through education; he and UCF President Emeritus John C. Hitt previously worked together on the University Innovation Alliance.

Whittaker is a professor of agricultural and biological engineering, with an equal passion for the arts, and for providing students with authentic learning experiences that will lead to greater success in their lives while at UCF and after.
College of Arts and Humanities, College of Medicine, College of Nursing, College of Undergraduate Studies, and Rosen College of Hospitality Management
December 15, 2018 – 2:30 p.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal........................................................................................................................................... Dr. Saleh Naser
Commencement Speaker .............................................................................................................................. Dr. Dale Whittaker
President ...................................................................................................................................................... Dr. Dale Whittaker
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs.................................................................................. Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President and General Counsel ...................................................................................................... Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services...................................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Health Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine...................................................... Deborah C. German, M.D.
Chief of Staff and Vice President for Communications and Marketing .............................................. Mr. Grant Heston
Senior Counsel to the President ............................................................................................................. Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies.................................................. Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Government Relations ............................................................................................... Ms. Janet D. Owen
Interim Vice President for Administration and Finance ........................................................................ Ms. Misty Shepherd
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ........................................................................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Arts and Humanities ..................................................................................................... Mr. Jeffrey Moore
Dean, College of Nursing .......................................................................................................................... Dr. Mary Lou Sole
Interim Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies ... Dr. Melody Bowdon
Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management .................................................................................... Dr. Youcheng Wang
Alumni Representative ............................................................................................................................ Ms. Michelle Bilsky
Student Government Association President .............................................................................................. Mr. Josh Boloña
University Faculty Representative ........................................................................................................... Dr. Roberto Croes
Staff Council Representative .................................................................................................................. Ms. Patricia Hall

Commencement Speaker

Dale Whittaker came to the University of Central Florida in August 2014 to serve as its provost and vice president for Academic Affairs, providing leadership to UCF’s 13 colleges, multiple campuses and research centers and institutes. He was promoted to provost and executive vice president in 2015 and became the university’s fifth president on July 1, 2018, following a nationwide search.

Since arriving at UCF, he has helped recruit and hire more than 200 new faculty members, launched an interdisciplinary teaching and research faculty cluster initiative, led the creation of a downtown campus, elevated UCF’s digital learning efforts to improve student success and embarked on a 20-year strategic planning process.

As president, Whittaker will focus on developing the best talent and creating deeper and wider partnerships across and beyond the university. He will also continue his commitment to giving students equal opportunities through education; he and UCF President Emeritus John C. Hitt previously worked together on the University Innovation Alliance.

Whittaker is a professor of agricultural and biological engineering, with an equal passion for the arts, and for providing students with authentic learning experiences that will lead to greater success in their lives while at UCF and after.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

CARL NICHOLAS DEARMAS
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephanie Vie

ANGEL LILY O’KEEFFE
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Bruce Janz

College of Community Innovation and Education

DANIELLE NYSSA AMING
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado

JESSE ANDREW ROBERT HELLIGSO
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas T. H. Wan

REMY CHRISTOPHER ANSIELLO
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kathleen King

JENNIFER SUSANNE PETERSON
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenda Gunter

ATALIE ASHLEY WEST
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Lynn Unruh

DANIEL PHILIP STEPHENS
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Chia-Yuan Yu

CATHERINE MARIAN CASH
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Cox

SARAH SEREE STOECKEL
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Bryer

JENNIFER R. FARRAN
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kathleen King

AMANDA MARIE WALDEN
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Kendall Cortelyou-Ward
College of Engineering and Computer Science

ALI QAIS ABDULFATTAH
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin C. Richardson

MEHRDAD AGHAGHOLIZADEH
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Mackie

LUMAYA AHMED
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Jayanta Kapat

ALIA HAMAD ALDARMAKI
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahamad Elshennawy

MAHMOOD ALI M. ALHARBI
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Issa Batarseh

SALAMA NASIM YOUSIF SADIQ AL-LABBAN
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Manoj Chopra

MELISSA K. BEASON
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ronald Phillips

THOMAS F. CARBONE
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles Hughes

MENGMENG CHEN
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Luis Rabelo

XUAN CHEN
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Romain Gaume

TONI LIANNE CURATE
Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Boo Hyun Nam

SALAM DAHER
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Gregory Francis Welch

CHARLES RAYMOND DESCHENEAX
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Lauren Reinerman-Jones

YI DING
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Laurene Tetard

MICHAEL FOSTER HARRIS
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Alain Kassab

CHENGYUAN HE
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Lei Wei

SARFARAZ HUSSEIN
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Ulas Bagci

JEFFREY M. JENNINGS
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Raj Vaidyanathan
Major Advisor: Dr. Arvind Sighn

FARAZ KHALIL ARYA
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yoav Peles

KANGSOO KIM
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Gregory F. Welch

DAVOOD MARDANINAJAFABADI
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. George Atia

SALAH UDDIN MOMTAZ
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Naveen Eluru

ARDALAN NASERI
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Shaojie Zhang

RYAN JAMES NEWELL
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yongho Sohn

ANKUSH BHARATI DEVRAJ OBERAI
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Jiann-Shiun Yuan
AVONIE L. PARCHMENT  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. R. Paul Wiegand

WILLIAM YANCIE PIKE  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael Proctor

MOSHIUR RAHMAN  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Naveen Eluru

ADRIAN JAMES SANDT  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Haitham Al-Deek

NILESHI SARAF  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sudipta Seal

ESIN AKBULUT SCHULZ  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yongho Sohn

MAHMOUD SHIRAZI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Xun Gong

MARSHALL SCOTT SMITH, III  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Donald C. Malocha

THAMER ABDULAZIZ TABBAKH  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Likamwa

YICONG TIAN  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

ALEX TORKAMAN  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Kauffman

DAN WEN  
Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ni-Bin Chang

SHANON CASANDRA WOODEN  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Pamela McCauley

College of Medicine

RICHARD BARRATT  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sampath Parthasarathy

ROBERT C. SHARP  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Saleh Naser

College of Nursing

DAWN ORLANDO ECKHOFF  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Josie Weiss

MELISSA GOLOMBEK  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

GEORGE EDWIN LOFTIN  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

DONNA M. PROSSER  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

CHAD EDWARD RHODEN  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Veronica Decker

DEBORAH PITTENGER TEDESCO  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Victoria Loerzel

DANA THEISEN  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicki Montoya
College of Optics and Photonics

WILLIAM E. HAYENGA
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Mercedeh Khajavikhan

YUN-HAN LEE
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

ALEX SINCORE
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

College of Sciences

DANIEL DAVID BONIOR
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Mucciolo
Major Advisor: Dr. Keye Martin

ZAHRA HOOSHAND GHAREHBAGH
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Talat Rahman

CHRISTINE N. ITTAI
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Shannon Carter

JOHN PATRICK KILLILEA
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Martin

ELLEN KOLOMEYER
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Renk

NICOLE LAPEYROUSE
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Cherie Yestrebsky

MUQIONG LIU
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Shengli Zou

JESSICA RUTH MICHAELIS
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Janan Smither

AMAL TALAT MOGHRABEL
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Cherie Yestrebsky

ROAA TALAT MOGHRABEL
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Cherie Yestrebsky

REBECCA EILEEN SCHIEL
Security Studies
Major Advisor: Dr. Jonathan Powell

BRADFORD LOUIS SCHROEDER
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Sims

PHILIP JASON SCHROEDER
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. David Glenn Jenkins

MONA KIRTILAL SHAH
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Paulson

RASHI SHARMA
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Kuebler

GARY EDWARD SMITH
Security Studies
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark Schafer

TIANYU ZHENG
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Qun Treen Huo

AUDREY HILL ZLATKIN
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Corey Bohil
Candidates for Education Specialist

STEPHANIE COWERN FLYNN
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

SUSAN RENEE HEALY
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty

NATASHIA LYNNE TAYLOR
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

BISHNUPRIYA CHOWDHURI
Creative Writing

ERIC ANDREW EICHENLAUB
Theatre

SIENNA G. MALIK
Creative Writing

MATTHEW R. MERCER
Creative Writing
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media
Sherryl Cherono Ptallah

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Andrea Lauren Bowes
Emily Briana Thomson

History MA
James A. Padgett
Matthew Dale Tuggle

History MA-Public History
Jason Keith FitzGerald
Rebecca Schwardt

Music MA
Nicholas Robert Costanza
Ricardo Andres Soler-Garzon

Spanish MA
Aned Carolina Ladino

Master of Science

Interactive Entertainment MS
Nicolas Abreu
Christopher Joseph Alvarado
Peter Andrew Aquila
Lohith Are Radha Harsh
Guillaume Bailey
Diana Rose Benocilla
Daniel Ryan Boisselle
Jordan Daniel Brown
Kevin Kenneth Cheng
Shih-Ihsuan Chu
Keegan Joseph Cimler
Titanya Krystal Claridge-Walker
Stone Travis Cleven
Bryan Russell Colvin
Erik Jarory De Jesus
Elaine Marie Del Rosario
Fabiana C. Delilta
Jessie Marie Dunstan
Gabriel Andre Espinosa
Cristina M. Ferguson
Peter Donald Finn
James Thomas Gaiser
Israel Garcia
Quinn Hampton Griffin
Connor Halstead
Daniel Jacob Healy
Zackary Tyler Henderson
Spencer Redman Hodgkins
Alexandra Anais Huffman
Nicholas Noah Hunter
Guilain Huyghues-Despointes
Danielle Leigh Irwin
Jerome Pramotheus Jesuraj
Jack Y. Kayrouz
Jacob Matthew Khosrowzadeh
Robert Kowalchuk
Jacob D. Lites
Xun Liu
Alyssa Maria Lutz
Kristal Monique Nembhard
Cody Joseph Noll
Rafael de Jesus Pereira Brochado
Noah C. Presser
Venkatasatyaramasarat Rallabandi
Nathan Alexander Randall
Rohan Nikil Rao
Siddhant Ravi
Daniel Antonio Reyes Lopez
Sebastian Ribas
Riley Atticus Ribatto
Zachariah D. Ricketson
John Michael Ruiz
Denis Savosin
Elisabeth Carla Seigel
Andrew C. Simpson
Karthik Srinivasan
Satchit Narayanan Subramanian
Matthew R. Thompson
Christian T. Tuttle
Erian Vazquez
Marchand Venter
Raunak Vikas
Thomas Anthony Vinas
Katerina Voziyanova
Christy Elisabeth Wallace
Robert Peter Wano
Crystal Wheeler
Christine Leigh Wright
Melissa Jasmine Yancey
College of Business Administration

**Master in Sport Business Management**
Sport Business Management MSBM
Alexander Jackson Wilson

**Master of Business Administration**
Business Administration MBA-Evening
Maurice Mason Acree IV
Nicholas Robert Bartley
Ashleigh Hamilton Boyd
Nataliya Bredikchina
Stephen Brisson
Keegan J. Brown
Devinn Simone Cartwright
Courtney Mary Cesarini
Kaylee Michelle Chicoski
Andrew Joseph Connor
Joseph G. Corbiserio
Gustavo Adolfo Batalha Costa
Julia Ann Cusumano
Victoria Nicole Davis
Aissata Diouf
Brett John Estrella
Alexis Nicole Felker
Katherin Marie Flury
Zachary Tyler Gerhart
Sara Catherine Hayes
Kayla A. Henderson
Kyle Samuel Jaimes
Brooke Victoria Keber
Chevelle Andre Lee
Jeff Allen Moore, Jr.
Blair Mychelle Neelands
Cymonne Nicholle New
Cathryn Marie Odom
Tatiana Pamela Patton
Paris C. Rainey
Anton Justin Sealey II
Naomie Olivia Session
Kayla Jean Shoener
Peter Dennis Simon
Kalee Morgan Simpson
Brittany Marie Solis
Chelsea Blaine Stewart
Trevor Dee Troutman
Carter Walter Young

**Master of Science in Accounting**
Accounting MSA
Jesse Raymond Abelson
Savannah Brielle Budd
Odean Oral Clarke
Shelby Marie Dana
Jessica Rene Denmark
Alexander Dokuchaev
William John Ferrell
Hannah Marie Gehring
Randall Ray Korn
Kelsie Ranran Lee
Sunnah Aminah Lindahl
Corey Ho Yin Ma
Naqiy McMullen
Rachel Orenia Mencias
Valeriya Valeryevna Mikhaylova
Kendall Christine Minning
Timothy Khanh Nguyen
George Nunez
Jeremy Adib Nuwayhid
Matthew Ryan Panepinto
Samuel Chelian Philip
Glenda Ann Phillip
Wanda Celeste Rapisardi
Jessica Lee Rivera
Mark Andrew Rivera
Emily Grace Rodgers
Erich Leyton Schmalhorst, Jr.
Alissa Katlin Tabb
Nelson Eric Torres, Jr.
Valeria Auxiliadora Vasquez
Jinjin Wang
Ryan Francis Wolf
Liangchen Zhou

**Master of Science in Management**
Management MSM-Human Resources/Change Management
Rachel Nicole Acosta
Angelica Barroso
Ena Bilic
Andrea Marie Blome
Matthew James Connelly
Ebony M. Coulter
Margoth Diaz
Austin Michael Dixon
Lauren Marie Doyle
Jamie Charles Emberson
Kellie Anne Giordano
Alexis Ryan Green

Michael James Groves
Md Nur Hosen
Sarah Kathryn Jokela
Schuyler Lincoln Kerby
Erin Leigh Lansberry
Shannon Noel Lewis
Sierra Shian Long
Alex Joseph Lucchi
Stephanie Ann Marshall
Olivia Marte Kate Minvielle
Anna Marie Muhs
James Jonathan Nichols
Farhana Nuzhat
Marien Giselle Oliveses
Tina Lynnette Porter
Nicole Alexandra Sabatino
Floyd L. Sturdiven, Jr.
McKenzie J. Trahan
Michelle Vazquez
Yanitzia Vega
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College of Community Innovation and Education

**Master in Research Administration**
Research Administration MRA
Phaedra Allison Yount

**Master of Arts**
Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Gina M. Clifton
Rebecca Lynn Delgado
Jaslin Ashley Goicoechea
Russell Robert Ramsey

Career and Technical Education MA
David Ivan Di Salvo
Ajmerie Jonaleee King
Lasandra Robinson
Evelyn Aline-Creech Wright

Counselor Education MA-Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sean Patrick Bowser
Arin Shay Burns
Stephanie L. Byer
Rebecca M. Cameron
Jennifer Dawn Chancey
Marie Elizabeth Chotiner
Rebecca D. Corley
Brittany J. Cumnien
Victoria Cunningham
Rachel Elisabeth Halley
Ben Raphael Harel
Virginia Maria Johnson
Krista Danielle Knowles
Oanh Faustine Le
Michael John Nunes
Sarah Brianna Parkin
Cayci Morgan Paxson
Nohemi Perez
Shelby Brooke Prendes
Luis Francisco Ramirez
Amanda Nicole Russell
Ella Christine Shepherd
Orialis Sosa
Jordan Sarah Steckler
Amelia Christen Strickland
Barbara Vehabovic
Megan N. Wessinger
Megan Arden Whitbeck
Serena Marie Yeager

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling
Alexander Gregory Botchen
Chloe Louise Farrell
Luis Enrique Feliciano
Cheyenne Dawn Kiddy
Jessica E. Lovell
Anna Katherine Zimmer

Educational Leadership MA
Ashley Hyacinth Cabral
Rica Shennell Clements
Jennifer Altagracia Fernandez
Ernesto Josemaria Gamuelas Il
Rhonda Darlene Gatewood
Derek Horton
Christie V. Joliceour
Chantal S. Khalil
Linda Ivette Santiago
Nabila Murtaza Siwji
Jod Velaquez
Daisha Monae Washington
Vincent Jaquez Williams

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-College Teaching and Leadership
Eric Dewane Garrett

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel
Corrinna C. Corrallo
Kristen Elizabeth Guske
Allison Anne Macey
Jessica Marie Molon
Katriana Nicole Rivera

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Alyssa Marie Aviles
Phillip Marc Davis
Nicole Galo Epstein
Ashley Danielle Franks
Valmyr Vilbrun

E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Vanessa Marie Chulak
Rebecca A. Harrison
Jessica A. Holcomb
Wendy M. Varela

Elementary Education MA
Rachel Leslie Barrett
Taylor Alexis Gannon
Megan Sue Schaefler

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
Jennifer Mary Franklin
Mariah Frances Green
Candace Alexis Hudson
Andrea Lisa Simkanich
Jonathan N. Solomon
Cathrina Georgine Wilson

Instructional Systems/Instructional Design and Technology MA
Jeremiah Robertson Baumann
Yvonne Tamara Clay
Richard Knop
Emma Jaye McGeath
James Robinson Ralph III
Sabrina Tomaszewski
Megan Leigh Tully

Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA
Cayla Dasha Bartley
Kayla Ann Crawford
Chenal Vsido Cruz
Sarah Suarez
T'mhele Chevon Taylor

**Master of Arts in Teaching**
Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL
Katherine Anastasia Amiot
Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Science Education
Ryikema S. Cochrane
Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Biology
Erin Faith Tucker
Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Chemistry
Lynne Nova Cohen
Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education
Erin A. Shields
Mary Lisa Shuck
College of Community Innovation and Education

Master of Education

Counselor Education MEd-School Counseling
Kristin Taylor Bider
Taylor Lawren Lofton
Cindy Margaret Stodolak

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Mathematics Education
Annamarie Geller

Educational Leadership MEd
Abbey Catherine Arnold
Cara Marie Backherms
Lori Bidwell
Aimee Caryn Carey
Abrianna LaShea Carver
Amber J. Chandler
Trevor Cox
Michelle Eisen Danker
Amanda Davis
Doralbis Diaz
Courtney Ann Fuller
Stacey Gabriel
Ashley Lynn Gastel
Martenna Gates
Elizabeth Ann Hadley
Rachel Ickes
Lindsay Dawn Keeney
Dustin Elliot Keeton
Melissa Kay Kowalski
Amy B. London-Tauriello
Lacey Marie Massey
Chelsy Lynn McCurdy
Porschia Nicole Miles
Jami Lynn Miner
Emily Alexandria Pageau
Chastity Marie Pelham
Michelle Marie Perez
Yoldana Lucia Polanco
Stephen Anthony Reid
Lataniah Smith
Rebecca J. Wiley
Andrea Nonaka Wold

Elementary Education MEd
Karen Ileana McGrath

Exceptional Student Education MEd
Alisa N. Barrios
Chelsea A. Boehm
Gazamen M. Brown
Denise Burch
Crystal Carrasquillo
Corynne Carol Feaster

Caitlyn Erin Fuelleman
Lisa J. Gahan
Jose Antonio Garcia
Lauren Geiger
Lori Anne Heers
Ashley Marie Johnson
Lisa Marie King
Matthew Kostecky
Michael Krachenfels
Stephanie Elizabeth Lewis
Janice Ellen Luiz-Jorge
Rebecca Schatte Marquez
Marquilla Channel Martin
Peta-Gaye Cynthia Mccarthy
Melanie Olson
Jan Paul Ortiz
Jennifer Hock Quatry
Ruby Rivera
Tresiy Vontrisha Robinson
Janel Rowe
Elyse Marie Scanlon
James Surdov, Jr.
Colene Jean Tessier
Gina Marie Walker

K-8 Math and Science MEd
Michelle D. Burroughs
Daniel Edelen

Secondary Education MEd-Mathematics Education
Catherine A. Wartley

Master of Public Administration

Public Administration MPA
Williams Ambrose
Christopher Paul Atkinson
Anthony Tadeo Bellizio
Bria Annese Brewer
Angela Anne Huey Carloss
Trenton Jarod Friar
Julie Margaret Leininger
Danielle Marie Malcolm
Brittany A. Mericle
Katelyn Murray
Harrison Warren Porter
Ashley Rene Crofton Pratt
Christopher Andrew Puszkar
Natasha Nicole Caroline Solomon
Lindsey Nicole Padilla Swindle
Tiffany Nicole Vaz
Brittany Shea Wilson

Master of Science

Criminal Justice MS
Lucy Albert
Julie Ann Balke
Yasmen Elbahary Barnett
Alan R. Barrientos
Caroline Victoria Beahm
Priscilla Maree Blanchett
Leonardo Dario Conde
Stephanie Ivette Cornejo
Audrey Grace Della
Jayson Earl Lester Douglas
Shaquia Trinette Evans
Angelica Geremia
Natasha Marie Glading
Taylor Lee Higham
Lyndsey Kay Holland
Le’mandric Mohley
Stephan Anthony Negron
Timothy James Petronico
Blanca Rosa Rodriguez
Erica Marie Rosenberg
Gema Johanna Ruales
Quanisha Scott
Sarah Marie Stafford
Kenny T. Toller
Tiffany Nicole Vaz
College of Community Innovation and Education

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Kiana Cheverez

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Jennypher Sesin

Urban and Regional Planning MS
Justin Pierre Baumann
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Biomedical Engineering MS-Biofluids
Ariege Mohamed Bizanti
Patrick Kendall Tran

Biomedical Engineering MS-Biomechanics
Marilu Ortiz Nieves

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering
Jessica Maria Botero
Andres Felipe Lopera

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Scott Leslie Castro
Yaobang Gong
Md Imrul Kayes
Md Sharikur Rahman
Kamol Chandra Roy

Computer Science MS
Pooya Abolghasemi
Sathya Narayanan Amarnath
Neeraj Ankam
Brett Andrew Belcher
Pradeep Ganesh Bhat
Mohamed Elfeki
 Shiven Goyal
Charles R. Greenwood
Abbas Hadizadeh
Jeffrey D. Hoskins
Leena Jawale
Siddhi K. Khandge
Sumit Laha
Colin James Mitchell
Muhammad Irtaza Safi
Mehrdad Salimitari
Kaveri Singh
Austin Minh Truong
Cheng Yuan
Changyong Zhao

Data Analytics MS
Bingran Chen
Zhixiang Deng
Surya Gaur
Chengle Huang
Rama Krishna Naraharisetti

Digital Forensics MS
Freddy Alexander Ayuso-Henson
Brenda Sue Cooper
Timothy Ray Cunningham
Ariel Ivan Frets
Margaret Gaffney
James Richard Kempvanee
Joseph Ryan Key
Joseph Robert Knight
James Thomas Lewis
Angella Oneatta Mccoy
Ryan J. Pendry
Joshua Tyler Williams

Engineering Management MS
John Jaime Benavides
Patrick Chandler Bond II
Mauricio Andres Bonilla Secaira
Yully Andreina Campis
Max Jing Chea
Hamilton Kareem-Dishan Ervin
Mikhaila Lauryl Frankenfield
Gerald Edward Green, Jr.
Ivonne Elizabeth Najarro
Mahdi Mehdal Salavani
Monica Del Pilar Santos

Industrial Engineering MS
Kevin Alan Cogan
Ziwei Gao
Donielle S. Rouse
Kevin O’Neill Samms
Lisa Dianne Seiler
Kaitlin Elaine Sweany

Industrial Engineering MS-Healthcare Systems Engineering
Sarah Elizabeth Szalanski

Modeling and Simulation MS
Roberto Cabrera
Adam Ali Hardney
Lyn James Higgins
Keith Reid MacArthur
Thomas S. Mitro
Jacob Naylor
William J. Netterville

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MSAE
Daniel Alfredo Rodriguez

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Space Systems Design and Engineering
Joshua Michael Gonzalez
Christian Gabriel Vazquez

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-ThermoFluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering
Nicholas Patrick Black
Nicholas Scott Coury
Michael Elmore
Michelle Otero
Austin Thomas Roessel
John Michael Galindo Sosa

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering MSCE
Sofia Guimaraes Ribeiro Baptista
Hung Tu

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering MSCpE
Nicholas Cundiff Bauer
Ormesh Dalchand
Reamonn Norat

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering MSE
Niladri Basu Bal
Andre Beckus
Nirban Bhowmick
Mohammad Al Amin Chowdhury
Lokapriya Dhinakaran
Ney Alfredo Enriquez Cupueran
Musab Ziad Hamidan
Houman Poustit
Anukrit Saxena
Sayanta Seth
Matthew Scott Tourtelot
Li Yang
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in
Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering MSEnvE

Matthew Stephen Noonon

Master of Science in
Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering MSIE

Yousef Almuhaisen
Zeiada Z. Azeez
Amanda Lynn Ferguson
Ardavan Kariman
Jing Li
Sabrina Kaye Marn
Pornphar Narapanya
Chinedu Ngozi Ufodiike

Master of Science in
Materials Science and Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering
MSMSE

Saisaban Ali Fahad
Joseph M. Turchiano

Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Mechanical Systems

Yamil Herrera
Farnoud Jalalizadeh
Charles Eric McClung
Gabriella Jane Miles
Abigail Sophia Nunez
Erin Rose Shoemaker

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Thermo-Fluids

Kyle Wynn Beggs
Luisana Calderon
Christian Alan Garrett
Jonathan Omar Lopez
Andrea Lauren Osorio
James Paul Williams
Daniel E. Zapata Arvelo
Arash Zarmehr
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Arts
Interdisciplinary Studies MA
Keiya Cherise Fluellen
Paula Marie Lamb

Master of Science
Conservation Biology-PSM MS
John William Guziejka

Interdisciplinary Studies MS
Melanie Suzzanne Bateman
Diana Louise Kuzma
Luis Daniel Latorre Preciado
James Exum Rose II

Nanotechnology MS
Ahmed Youssef Aboutaleb
Michael Ademola Atilola
Joseph William Bello
Brian E. Butkus
Ghayath Dakkouri
Kevin Leung
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders MA
Kendra Christine Arvay
Jared Baggers
Amanda Terese Bhanote
Amber Lynn Coventry
Irene E. Cradduck
Sarah E. Dungan
Jennifer Elizabeth Fox
Amelia J. Hoffmann
Wren C. Humphrey
Anissa Michelle Jordan
Sumreen Bilal Kassoo
Amanda Kobner
Gavin Levy
Hannah Lewallen
Cara Elizabeth Marcello
Britney Justine Morgan
Sarah Ann Nelson
Amanda Sue Oliveira
Lindsay Nicole Rappaport
Javier Eduardo Riera
Sarah Virginia Shipman
Paula Andrea Uribe Mejia
Angelina Michelle Welch
Cali Mackenzie Wilde

Master of Science
Sport and Exercise Science MS
James G. Cash
Gaelle Wilberta Cenord
Alyssa Louise Ferraro
Vi Kim Nguyen
Britton Foster Sheely
Samantha Wombough
Russell Lee Young

Master of Social Work
Social Work MSW
Eugenia Augustus
Sarah Jeanette Bachmaier
Sara Jayne Baker
Michelle Cassia Beames
Savannah Marie Boyle
Stacy Michelle Burgess
Stefanie K. Canjar
Megan Anne Carey
Jessica Daffner Cherizar
Ashley S. Dillon
Emily Foster
Jacqueline Maria Gonzalez
Raquel Ann Kaquatosh
Robert Thorpe Lee II
Jessica Rose Mauger
Chelsea Nicole Meiers
Jennifer Nicole Posey
Tiffany Tomeka Richardson
Kathyeli Marie Rivera
Erin Marie Shaffer
Tiffany Denise Smith
Kristin Erin Kingston Vincenzi
Stephen Chua Visavachaipan
Kerstin Donzey Welch
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Megan Christine Barnes
Nikhita Shankar

Biomedical Sciences MS-Cancer Biology
Dima Raed Alshaibi
Ryan Oliver Herchan
Ramiah Racquelle Vickers

Biomedical Sciences MS-Infectious Disease
Andrew Marc Manalo
Julian David Perez

Biomedical Sciences MS-Metabolic and Cardiovascular Science
Rebecca Briann Cathey
Amira Elsabagh

Biomedical Sciences MS-Neuroscience
Bryan Raul Lopez Ortiz
Vishal Shah
Brelynn Deshae Walker

Biotechnology MS
Nicole Y. Roberts
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation
Alexia Caitlyn Hop
Diane Briggs Kimmel

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management
Paula Ann Marie Bullard
Kathy Lynn Doll
Adrian Leigh Guinn
Jayme McCraneay Harrelson
Allison Hoobin
Wendy Lauren Jones
Ginger L. Kreigh
Denise Marie Maglio
Janice L. Melsom
Priscilla Jolene Pettrey
Alexandra Polson
Michele Roski
Christopher Michael Smith
Jasmine Dawn Taylor
Whitney Rose Townsend
Viki Kimberly White

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator
Christina Rene'a Cobb
Kathleen Elizabeth Harding
Robert Joe Hutchinson
Danielle Lopez
Jillian Manrique
Diane Pannara
Shanna Kay Ricker
Jane E. Roberts
Rosy Anna Santos
Annalene Julia Trocke
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics and Photonics MS

Kamal Mohamed Khalil Abdelsalam
Eric Jonathan Calkins
Jason Daniel Leshin
Zhao Ma
Dong Jin Shin
Tracy A. Sjaardema
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Angelica Nicole Costa
Brett Matthew Parbus
Rebecca N. Reeves

Applied Sociology MA
John Dunlop
Bianca Cecile Monfilston

Communication MA
Chandler Marguerite Dalton
Emily Marie Heisel
Alisa B. Pelot

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication
Chandler Mailloux Dobiyanski
Charlotte M. Harvey
Minyoung Lee

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Pei Chin Wang

Political Science MA
Brooke Elizabeth Devine
Shane Thomas Kunze
Ailbhe Muireann Rice

Master of Science

Chemistry MS
Ola Mahmoud Kamar
Luciano Edward Violante

Clinical Psychology MS
Krystal I. Morrison

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Nicole Carusone
Douglas Matthew Monsky
Jimmy Zheng

Mathematical Science MS
William Stuart Hilton

Mathematical Science MS-Industrial Mathematics
Laurel Delmar Benn
Denis Pinchuk
Paul Eugene Zielinski

Physics MS
Brandon Thomas Blue
Sheila Wolin Bonnough
Seth Ryan Calhoun
Jesse E. Thompson

Physics MS-Planetary Sciences
Keanna Kenisha Jardine

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Jie Xiong
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science
Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS
Basel Mohamed Al-Dghishem
Javier A. Avalos Cavero
Ericka Bauer
Michelle Beres
Mark Douglas Bond
Tiessa Kilani Callinan
Stephen Andrew Cokkinias
Kenneth Brian Deptula, Jr.
Huy Quoc Gip
Ashley Godfrey
Patrick J. Gorham
Kimberly Anne Harvey
Dennis C. Holland
Eva Elizabeth Keller
Tien Quynh Le
Wesley Ricardo McEwen
Sherman Steed Mortimer, Jr.
Nittaya Saechiu Nikolov
Loren Perkowski
Kevona Shante Richardson
Shawnetha L'shay Russell
Elizabeth J. Sansolo
Cody Tyler Senger
Alison Brooke Sherberg
Brittany Smith
Brandee L. Snyder
Rebecca Marie Streeter
Anna Elizabeth Vogrin
Jue Wang
Andrew Michael Whitman
Yunyan Zhong
Tamara Ariana Zishuk
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Nicholas Richard Larkins
Matthew Brandon Wright

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Blake Harold Altman  Julie Anne Mast  Ambareen Sheikh
Madison Paige Boaz  Emily Marie Medina Espinal  Caleb Eric Sheikh
Meghan Ann Keeley  Shahd Mohamed  Timothy Jorda Stephan
Katelyn Michelle Klorer  Mohammad Odeh  Jedd Alexander Zurba Marrero
Leah Anne Santiago Peterson  Shahd Mohamed  Mohammad Odeh

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Kira Abelow  Joshua Haywood  Andres Rakower
Evan Adler  Ian Holdeman  Tyler Reback
Blake Altman  Nicole Horlacher  Evan Risi
Tahoora Ateeq  Anthony Jackson  Juan Rodriguez Obregon
Stephen Barton  Brittany Jackson  Kelly Rosch
Bhavika Boga  Collin Kagan  Jacob Rubenstein
Pierce Busse  Caroline Kamm  Brendan Ruchlin
Timothy Buzzelli  James Kane  Alexis Russell
Mary Caldwell  Swathi Krishnan  Beatriz Silva
Chelsea Claverie  Brandon Kutchera  Sara Sims
Kayla Coca  Gwen Kwater  Alexander Storer
Keegan Conway  Haley Lubas  Thalia Su
Christian Coury  Seth Marino  Jason Tan
Alexander Creecy  Hannah Marlowe  Carina Tillan
Antonio De Soto  Jennifer Marte  Emily Troil
Jacob Debord-Odell  Hannah Mays  Brandon Tutas
Nicholas Deleuze  Kelsie McCall  Daryl Urbina
Nicole Demeter  Megan McCarthy  Isabel Voskoboynik
Dustin Dewey  Kylie McCarty  Samantha Warren
Nathan Faris  Fiona McKenna  Wyatt Waterfield
Kevin Gaj  Lauren McLendon  Matthew Wright
Zachary Good  Caitlin Mingonet  Catrina Yonteck
Jacob Hambor  Teresa-Anh Nguyen  Rumla Zaman
Logan Harvell  Brittany Pagano
Lauren Hastings  David Palazzolo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evan Adler</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamad Alhamwi</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faiza Begani</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Castillo</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Christopher</td>
<td>Radio/Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arturo Coronado Rodriguez</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexie Velez Diaz</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip DiSpirito</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Elmore</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Hart</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annalise Irvine</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Jackson</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Jowais</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lago</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah Larsen</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Malcolm</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Meinert</td>
<td>Sport and Exercise Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylan Muriel</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Ojalvo</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Pappas</td>
<td>Human Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Peralta</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Pharmer</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Rakower</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Reynolds</td>
<td>Sport and Exercise Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnny Rogan</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Rome</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Rosch</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Sarmento</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Schiffer</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Semenas</td>
<td>Advertising and Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Tan</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daryl Urbina</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Vasquez</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Charles Viard</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Vilhena</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Walton</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Warren</td>
<td>Writing and Rhetoric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet Young</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEAD Scholars

Cassandra Allen
Alicia Berget
Sean Bowser
Madelynn Bunker
Hilario Ciprian
Chelsea Claverie
Lindsey Deberry
Jasmine Derrick
Anna Desalvo
Andrew Diaz
Hamilton Ervin
William Ferrell
Joshua Garrett
Pratyush Goberdhan
Zachary Good
Adrian Guinn
Brooke Gunlock
Annalise Irvine
Brittany Jackson
Kyle Jaimes
Claire Jennings
Sarah Kampiyil
Sumreen Kassoo
Jasmine Lucas
Alex Lucchi
Kaila Menard
Franck Meyer
Michelle Mundy
Marco Ocampo
Lyndsey Parker
Hannah Plazarin
Devon Robinson
Sydne Rubeor
Ashlyn Sanchez
Spencer Scheirer
David Simoneau
Shelbiann Spence
Amelia Strickland
Kyle Swenson
Celine Syc
Whitney Sylvia
Saul Torres
Christian Vazquez
Barbara Vehabovic
Mackenzie Vojtko
Ryan Wolf
Tamara Zishuk

President’s Leadership Council

Zachary Good
Kyle Jaimes
Ryan Wolf

Air Force ROTC Commission

Brendan Goettel
Brendan Ruchlin
Anna Potts

Army ROTC Commission

Iriselis Cruzado
Austin Gatlin
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at:

Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Arts

Art BA-Art History
Iris Michelle Cintron
Kimari Elaine Jackson
Giancarlo Jose Ruiz
Kyla Fisher Swanberg

Art BA-Studio
Juan Jose Cabal
Gabriela Christine Corsa
Peter Stone Flynn, Jr.
Marie-Jo Gordo
Alonzo Edward Martinez
Morgan Brenanne North
Haley Ann Rodgers
John Joseph Schmittau
Tyler Deshea Smith
Nicoie Solorzano
Anestaja Elea Williams

Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management
Branden William Akens
Francis Oluwafemi Akinsanya
Rana Al Rifai
Trevor Thomas Beach
Lauren Lizette Fernandez
Valerie Gonzalez
Natalie Floreese Hill
Christina Marie Macri
Marcus William Morrow
Rebecca Nour
Maria Vanessa Rusinque
Brenna Marie Scott
Devin Lamar Stinney
Christopher David Warbis

Digital Media BA-Game Design
Kathleen Allewelt
Ryan Justin Bakerman
Logan Alexander Blosser
Joshua Leonard Boykins
Corey Michael Boza
Rachel Nicole Bray
Michael Andres Bukovey
Sarah Jane Case
Mattisse Jayce Chevere
Sean Anthony Cioffi-Stephenson
Leanza Lynn Clute
Douglas Laurence Connell
Taylor Nicole Crook
Jeremy Joseph Dandeneau
Romeo Aldea Diana II
Sarah Marie Durlauf
Daniel Vincent Dvoral II
Samuel Patrick Edwards
Christopher Ronald Encarnacion
Joseph Dalton Falduti
Sage David Gullo
Brennan Tyler Kahl
Sean Robert Knight
Michael Steven Krkuc, Jr.
Christopher Lee-Yee
Jason Nguyen
Jonathan Ospina-Restrepo
Sara Brix Pedersen
Ryan Rexford Rosado
Noah Zachary Sands
Gabriela Serrano
Thomas John Speirs
Matthew Edward Stone
Jim Nicholas Wallace
Welen Gao Wang

Digital Media BA-Web Design
Krista Nicole Adden
Nicoie Marie Agosto
Alex Forrest Andersen
Kaitlyn Sarah Barber
Nicoie Ashley Bitner
Thomas Evelio Brierly
Tanisha Amanda Calixte
Gagandeep Kaur Cambow
Kenneth K. Cheng
Vy Xuan Do
Kenneth Edward Dunn II
John Daniel Evans
Oscar William Fenn, Jr.
Michael Joseph Garcia
Suhany Astrid Granda-Ruiz
Alexandra Christina Guffey
Cristian Henaoc Castano
Julianne Renee Herbold
Kimberly Grace Hipp

Jennifer Gayle Hollis
Alyssa Victoria James
Malaiaka Jean-Baptiste
Taylor Reid Kaplan
Bonnie Koh
Rafael Labbe
Christopher Alan Nitsch
Conor Liam O'Brien
Kathia Denise Ortega-Ribas
Mrudula Peddinti
Quynh Hoa Thanh Phan
Nicholas James Pino
Jeane Clarise Castelo Quinit
Jane E. Ray
Jeremy Colin Ricker
Eugene Thomas Ross
Austin Rait Schlegel
Brandon Howard Simpler
Thalia Jo-Yin Su
Camilia Vallecilla
Ryan Paul Vanek
Leonel Joaquin Vargas, Jr.
Sophie Alexandra Varkey

English BA-Creative Writing

** Adriana Abella
Sheila Alexis
Brittany Renee Barney

** Amanda Nicole Beck
Melissa Anais Booker
Dylan Michael Breitner-Doberty
Heather Nicole Bruner
Estuardo Alejandro Castillo
Megan E Williams Constantine
Taylor Crown
Mahlia Bantag Ford
Hannah N. Frey
Juliana Garcia
Natasha Marie Garcia
Gabriel Andres Gomez
Alexis Dominique Graham
Rachael Maria Hargrove
Gabrielle Elizabeth Jensen
Jodi Ann Keene
Emily Elizabeth Kempf
Dylan Stanford Kennedy
Shannon Ilayda Keoughan
George Michael Lastinger

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Matthew Joseph Leon
Takaya A. Lloyd
Celeste Longsuee
Julien Avery Lugo
** Kelsey Justiniano Maldonado
Kalee Ann McIntyre
Ryan Kenneth McMahon
Kayla Mishelle Monsanto
*** Kaylani Elizabeth Muriel
Ashley Jean Nuckles
Connor James O’Dell
Noemi Olah-Pharr
Priscilla Orta
Kylie Alexis Pasetchnik
*** Ciera Nicole Paul
Carlos Javier Peralta
Jeffrey Todd Powell
Kelly Seaver Redcay
Sahrina Redman
Mia Marie Reid
Gary James Romano
Eric Charles Ross
Katherine Marie Salmon
Heather Marie Salway
** Eden Rose Shultz
Sabrina Leilani-Marie Spence
Thalia Jo-Yin Su
Naomi Marie Weidler
Amy Caroline Williams
Michelle Malone Williamson

English BA-English
Matthew Hunter Adkins
Peyton Breann Baker
Ashlynn Sharon King
Kaleigh Morgan Lenartz
Liz Amarylis Mena
Shannon Noelle Person
Megan Renee Sumner

English BA-Literature
Kenneth David Barto
Ian Edward Calder
Shirley Castillo
Robert A. Collazo
Stetson Leros Cooper
Jonathan Gregory Daniels
** Gabrielle Josephine D’Esposito
Sarah Elizabeth Drzata
Shiyanah Shekima Farrelly
Melanie Feliz
Melissa Christina Ferreira

Allison Marie Ganey
Emily Ann Harrington
Kiera Anne Harwell
Emily Rose Horne
Vanessa Joy Illig
John Franklin Lancaster
Kristin Andrea Lesche
Galen Dane Morley
Cody Mugrauer
Ghassan M. Nahle, Jr.
Brittany A. Olson
Natalia Ordonez
Lindsey Nicole Rhoden
Arielle Taylor Sarria
Chelsea Rae Schwegel
Bruce Robert Wallenquest
Brent Mitchell Wiggins
Carrie R. Williams
Morgan Tyler Wood

English BA-Technical Communication
Marisa Antonelli
* Barbara Ann Baker
Alix Celeste
Sklar Kay Coffey
Emily Kathryn Councilor
Eric Paul Dove
Jessica Marie Geist
Lauren Michelle Jones
Tanner Allen Lovelace
Joel Victor McDowell
Natalie Marie Perez
Melanie Jane Radliff

Film BA
Brianna Paris Milian

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Robert Kent Allten
Brandon David Beatty
Jackson Parker Benham
Jonathan Jordan Benson
Michael Anthony Berrinde
Andrew J. Bluet
Andrew Christopher Brady
Alec Dalton Matthew Burdette
Edward George Bush
Angelina Camise
Anne Marie Childers
Juan Carlos Chow
Tucker Glen Dawes
Kayla Remington Doud
Eric Antonio Estevez
Joshua Ellis Evangelista
Alexandra Simone Fernandez
Megan Nicole Fernandez
Xhosa Fry-Chinn
Cory James Gallarelli
Nicholas William Gammon
Jonathan Jagdeo
Daniel Laguna, Jr.
Nora B. Marimon
Brandon James Miles
Hannah Beth Mitchell
Kristen Michelle Montalvo
Andy Montes De Oca
Michael James O’Brien
Powers Joseph Perrotta
Morgan Brittany Phillips
Tyler Matthew Picchi
Jesse Laurence Ramos
Noah James Remondelli
Tony Joel Van Sanden
Meighan Marie Serrao
* Christian Lee Spinella
Bryan Hunter Weissman
*** Delana Danielle Wilkinson

French BA
** Sol Camila Bukin
Zachary Edward Gregg
Jean-Charles Viard
Collins Justin Ngueta Yakep

History BA
Muez Oladapo Amoo
Stefanie Adel Babb
Sabrina Kayon Bell
Faye Irene Boggs
Michael Patrick Busowski
Michele Lynn Chatila
Tony Chung
*** Nicholas Aaron Ciavolella
Evan Michael Collins
** Jennifer Elizabeth Comstock
Peter John Crompton, Jr.
Joseph Hollis Daniels
Timothy Kyle Davis
Dustin Michael Dewey
Paige Dovale
Claire Monique Dubois
Ashley Duggan
Alexis Faria
Billy Gordon Fleming III

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Shaun Robert Gallagher  
Stephen Howard Gold, Jr.  
Lenee Lashom Gordon  
Winston Courtenay Hackett  
Jared Matthew Holmgren  
Kelli Nicole Issler  
* Gwen Rose Kwarter  
  John Franklin Lancaster  
  Laura Nicole LeBeau  
  Samantha Nicole Levy  
  Joseph Andrew Lollbi  
  Jacqueline Ester Love  
  Gina Victoria Lukenas  
* Nathan Joseph Mailoux  
  Pedro Andres Marrero Acevedo  
  Hope Elizabeth McCormack  
  Heather Renee Medas  
  Andrew Douglas Mickelberry  
  Christina Marie Morales  
  Nathaniel Obinwa III  
* Tess Willow Pelaia  
  Brandon Todd Plumlee  
  Kyle Michael Porter  
  Garrett Quinn Power  
  Rafael Queiroz  
  Shelby Leanne Radford  
  Eric Emilio Rodriguez  
  Charles Anthony Sansbury  
  Joel Santiago Garcia  
  Rachel Marie Sawyer  
  Charity Abigail Schrader  
  Shaquilla Karlethia Searcy  
  Janice M. Smith-Alliano  
  Peter Gabriel Torres  
  Edwin Oscar Velez  
  Kelly Kathryn Verity  
  Robert James Williams  
  Alexandra M. Woodson  
  Dominique Marie Yarbrough  
  Lindsey Kay Yeazell  

Music BA  
Regan Alanna Beard  
Kiana Nichelle Gibson  
Brandon Ikaiwa Hamamura  
Judylyne Valmyr  

Philosophy BA  
*** Blake Harold Altman  
  Collin James Bottomlee  
  Christiani Alonso Cavallero  
  Zachary Andrew Cray  
  Seaira Elise Crea  
  Corinne Valentine  
  Nick Anthony Vetro  

Religion and Cultural Studies BA  
Jessica Sarah Koehler  
Brendan Raymond Murphy  

Spanish BA  
Dayanna M. Cumberbatch  
Paola Maria Hernandez-Ortiz  

Theatre Studies BA  
Elizabeth Marie Calvert  
Carminda Canlon  
*** Anna Leigh Convery  
  Chael Hajer Gomaa  
* Ximena Beatriz Gonzalez Toledo  
  Yolanda Anastacia Gonzalez-Garcia  
  Laura Guerra  
  Halle Christine Kilman  
  Melanie Jean Litten  
  Pablo Javier Lorenzo  
  Timothy Andrew Michaud  
  Sabrina Noelle Russell  
  Alexander William Storer  
  Sarah Nicole Vane  
  Kyle Spencer Wait  

Writing and Rhetoric BA  
Michelle Melissa Burque  
Lauren Elizabeth Carbone  
Joan Feliz  
Brett Cameron Feller  
Corey Lynn Fleming  
Jaequelin Nicole Harley  
Caitlin Kristen Kaiser  
Tyler Wayne McGregor  
Melissa Yvette Mitchum  

* Sarah Virginia Mouradian  
  Victoria G. Payne  
* Max Francois Pinsky  
  Iara D. Vivas  
  Samantha Lee Warren  
  Noah Benjamin Zuckerman  

Bachelor of Design  

Architecture BDes  
David Agustin Davila  
Jolianna Marie Soto  

Bachelor of Fine Arts  

Art BFA-Emerging Media  
Branden William Akens  
Andrew Jermaine James Allen  
Annslee Paige Erickson  
Raquel Cristina Fernandez  
Reece Danielle King  
Rafael Labbe  
Jose Julian Medina  
Mrudula Peddinti  
Jane E. Ray  
Isleydi Rodriguez  
Monique Charity Rodriguez  
Julie Katherine Taylor  
Siqi Zhou  

Art BFA-Studio Art  
Cassidy Juliana Beauleau  
Karen E. Daniels  
Forrest Christian Lawson  
*** Evan James Rosato  
  Jessica Danielle Taylor  

Film BFA  
Jocelyn Elizabeth Brearley  
Patrick Garcia-Jurado  
Marcos Esteban Huaman  

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre  
Christian Nicholas Barba  
Harmony Bordinaro  
Colleen Patricia Ann Broome  
Chase Harley Cashion  
Elisabeth Anne Christie  
*** Kent James Collins  
  Nicolas Dunlap Drivas  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Joseph Edward Herr
Brett Alexander Mackinnon
Alexandra Lisette Nieto
Alexandra Nicole Pica
** Madeline Rose Regier
Savannah Mackenzie Rucks
Jennifer Kaitlin Totcky
* Jessica Medley Walters
Benjamin Neville Walton

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME
Steven Daniel Brisco
Johanna Elizabeth Gonzalez
Eduardo Andros Mac Master

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS
Madeleine Grace Baer

Theatre BFA-Stage Management

Logan Marissa Bell
Haley Brooke Berezin
Katelyn Fletcher Gentry
** Alexandria Marie Gersbach
Justin Lee Little
Ali Spiotta Miller
Tiffany Nicole Nystrom

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design

** Marian Goodyear Jones
Olivia Lorraine Mei
Sabrina Nancy Wertman
Jaelyn Jade Wong

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting

Whitney Abraham
Logan Troy Ayala
Christopher De'Vonte Baker
Stephanie Marie Cabrera
Victoria Eve Capdeville
Alexandra Isabella Sabine Foltin
Sebastian Gonzalez
Nicholas Marino
* Kaley Elizabeth Pharr
Jesse Laurence Ramos
Jade Victoria Rivera
Reva Annise Stover
Courtney Gayle Yakabuski

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM

Natalie Ann Almeter
Johanna Elizabeth Gonzalez
Alyssa Michelle Long
Zachary Brian Weinstein

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Science

Economics BS
Christopher Francisco De Miranda Morales
Christian Rockne Flowers, Jr.
Maximillian Lee Girard
Maariya Mahmood
Juana Mercedes Olazabal Vega
Luis Gabriel Rodriguez Riestra
Andrew Justin Steele
Rafael Villegas

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
* Saira Shahana Alli
Casey Ryan Anderson
** Sydney Ageel
Kaelan Patrick Arias
Sara Theresa Bastani
Lauren Marie Beach
Samantha Kelly Bonsu
Nicholas Samuel Borg
Brooke Murre Boynton
Jennifer Katherine Buckman
Jeremy John Cameron
Anthoncile Allistair Campbell
Michael Wayne Card
Ivan Arturo Cardenas, Jr.
Salvador Roberto Cardona
* Philip David Caslan
Ava Wislene Charles
Dudley Ralph Charlot
Carla Marie Christian
Kellce Brianna Claeson
Giovanni Cochella
Taylor Renee Crane
Conner Glenn Dee
Yunuen Alberto Delgado Rendon
Christopher Gary Demartino
Amanda Lissette Diaz
Elyssa Lynn Eckhart
Madison Kaley Elliott
* Jenna Paige Feigenbaum
Latrice Da'nae Fields
Natayla Fomicheva
Joshua David Freid
Mark Patrick Garrett
Michael Anthony Gentile

Anil Ghay
Sheeuf Ghay
Noah Austin Gilman
Lila G. Godwin
William Devante Gonzales-Calixto
Ricardo Andres Gonzalez
Sean Patrick Grimm
Shi Ya Guo
Jasmine Yanira Gutierrez
** Falgunaben Maheshbhai Harry
Yuanjun He
Emma Josephine Herrdon
Joshua Peter Hilgen
Thomas Hodge
* Nicole Marie Horlacher
* Amelia Elizabeth Hoyve
* Brian Walsh Hutchingson
Brittany Foxx Jackson
Stephen Michael Jackson
Lindsay Marie Johnson
Fisher Madison Kibler
Nicholas James King
Camille Anne Klements
Ryan Timothy Lalchan
Sean David Le'Pach
Jordan Philip Less
Christina Marie Livingston
Paola Cristina Luberas Palacios
Bruno Lubin
Austin Conner Malone
Ryan James Marks
Hannah Christine Marlowe
Amanda Lynn Marquardt
William James McCullen IV
Fiona Louise McKenna
Nathaniel V. Michel
Xavier Daniel Michlena
Jacob Elijah Miller
Haley Mishell Millstein
*** Caitlin Marie Mingonet
Amber Nicole Morozowski
Abdallah Nabil Moussadda
Nicholas Tyler Murphy
** Mark Dmitrievich Nechayev
Alexis Xavier Negron
* Emerald Ha Ngo
Alex T. Nguyen
Lena Phuong Nguyen
Christian Andrew Obregon
Stephanie Olivero
* Alicia Ortelas-Perez
* Zhi Shan Ou
* David Vincent Palazzolo

Anirudh A. Paliath
Julianne Victoria Pecoraro
Brian Anthony Perez De La Mesa
* Nguyen Kim Phan
Nathalie Quiroga
Alyssia Rampsad
Emily Elizabeth Rector
Danielle Christine Reid
Jessica Joan Riofrio
Phillip Christian Rodgers
Abel Rodriguez
Reina Virginia Saillant
Tracy Ann Salzer
Jeremy James Serrano
* Johanna Marie Sinopoli
Joshua James Studak
Kasey Lynn Spink
Aelisa Syed
Alec James Thomas
Quyen Pham Thomas
Scot Eric Thompson
Tommy To
*** Sameer Athar Uddin
Emily Sarah Voelker
Mei Ju Wang
* Deana Lee Warren-Cook
Andrew Jordan Wilcoxen
Anna Elizabeth Williams
Payton Lee Williams
* Taylor Marie Williams
Ernest Howard Wong
Brian Scott Young
Baneen Raza Zaidi
* Zaiyu Zhu

Business Economics BSBA
Stefan Kolade Adelakun
Jude Allam Al Khalidi
Socrates Almanzar
Stephane Seymour Beaubouef
Anthony Manuel Bell
Nicholas John Bezer
Kyle William Bokuniewicz
Nassim Reda Bouhamid
Janeth Coyt-Torres
* Jacob Brent DeBord-Odell
Dalia Duenas
Shantae Breanna Ferguson
Ignacio Furtado
Robert Owen Godfrey
Brendan James Goettel
Ashley Nicole Gonzalez
College of Business Administration

Wesley James Jordan  
Timothy Joseph Kohler, Jr.  
Tianyu Li  
Maria Belen Matijas  
Dalton Alexander McPherson  
Nathan T. Moore  
Terence Jay Murphy, Jr.  
Alexandra Brooke Nail  
Roberto Enrique Norton  
Juan Carlos Palacio  
Mike Martin Paounov  
Jorge L. Perez  
Macy Elyse Pettus  
Alfa Victoria Pinango  
Kevin Charles Powell  
Lucy Winn Ramos  
Giancarlo Sader  
Colin Gabriel Schotter  
Boya Shao  
Robert Miles Tresk  
Nikita Tyuyayev  
Jean Carlo Valderrama  
Karina Valle  
Rachel Danceen Vaughn  
Derek James Wise  
Christopher David Zaworski  
Liying Zhang  
Corey Ryan Carr  
Carlos Manuel Carreno  
Daniel Alejandro Carvajal  
Kevin Catete De La Rosa  
Brian Chang  
Kenan James Chick  
Christopher Michael Chillemi  
Bradley Everett Christian  
Samuel Ezechiel Civil  
Jackson Blanchard Cleary  
Matthew David Collins  
Thomas Gregory Costello, Jr.  
Braden Scott Cramnell  
Tracy Lynell Crawford  
*** Jesse Ryan Crumbley  
Del Junior Cuevas-Africa  
Chandler Blake Curlin  
Omar Devon Curry  
Hunter Kevin Daly  
Christopher Allan Delfosse  
Andrew Robert Diaz  
Christopher Javier Diaz Cruz  
Connor John D'Orio  
Angelo James Dovas  
* Ilviya Andreewna Dovbyuk  
Alexander Duran  
Ryan Perry Elderdice  
Madison Kaley Elliott  
Alberto J. Espinosa  
Allison Nicole Estopare  
Troy Brent Fencel  
Zachary David Fields  
Mason Ashmead Freebern  
Nicholas Robert French  
Steven Fuentes  
Collin Harris Gauntlett  
Sheela Ghay  
David Tyler Gibson  
Radley Austin Gillis  
Edward Patrick Gonzalez  
Joshua Damian Gonzalez  
Ricardo Andres Gonzalez  
* Lovish Goyal  
Megan Elizabeth Graves  
Matthew Gregory Griffin  
Christopher John Griffith  
Brooke Ashley Gunlock  
Madeline Pauline Hague  
* Joshua Paul Haywood  
Stephen Anthony Heidenreich  
Octavio Hernandez  
Hunter Austin Holland  
* Kylie Jayne Houston  
Evan Stuart Hunniecutt  
Ednel Jeanbaptiste  
Lindsay Marie Johnson  
Nicholas Michael Jones  
Collin James Kagan  
Michael Robert Kaminsky  
Laila Hesham Kassem  
Travis Daniel Keller  
David Lee Kelly  
Justin Alex Kleinman  
** Naomi Maria Lathbridge  
Austin Philip Leblanc  
* Catalina Maria Leyva  
Milagros Lopez  
Maria Isabella Lozano  
Robert Maatougui  
Mark Steven Wolfgang Maier  
Haley Mae Mal  
Corey Walton Marcus  
Michael Joseph Margiotta  
Ryan James Marks  
Evan Tyler Maroney  
Taneigha Aziza Marshall  
Kyle David Mayer  
Nicholas Alexander Mazzurco  
Terrell Jaevon McKenzie  
*** Emily Marie Medina Espinal  
Balraaz Mejia  
Cody James Meyer  
Clifford Benjamin Mirschel  
Augustin L. MODESTE  
Dina H. Mohammed  
Nathan T. Moore  
Robert Anthony Morano  
** Natasha Michelle Mortimer  
Kayla Rose Murano  
* Casi Nerisa Nathan  
Richard Thor Nethersole  
Lauren Mae Neureuther  
Justin Dzuy Thai Nguyen  
Igor Maciel Nilo  
William Karl Nilson  
Mark Harrison Noah  
Daniil Osipov  
** Conrad Michael Ostwald II  
Brandon Edmund Parker  
Andrea Pastore  
Bhavin D. Patel  
** Harrison Daniel Perkins  
* Madison Anne Pittman  
Austin Charles Porter  
Brianna Renee Powers  
Benjamin Daniel Puleo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

* Mitchell Fischer Ramos
  Jasmine Mariah Rasberry
  Alexander James Raymond
  Anthony James Redhead
  Kylie Jordyn Renaud
  Daniel Jeffrey Renzulli
  Jackson Peter Risley
  Joseph Alexander Rivera
  Brooks Bowen Robinson
  Race Harper Rockwell
  Phillip Christian Rodgers
  Daniel Luis Rodriguez
  Erika Del Carmen Rodriguez
  Israel Guillermino Rodriguez Febus
  George Anthony Rosabal-Roque
  Ezra Saiv Rosado
  Egor Rubtsov
  Thomas James Santarcangelo
  Jean Michael Santiago
  Nicholas Sanisteban
  Nicholas Alexander Saeucdo
  Gabriella Francesca Savettiere
  Andrew James Serros
  Luke Prentice Shattuck
  Tayler Brianna Sheehan
  Juan Diego Silva Anaya
  Miguel Eduardo Simonson
  Toby Landon Sims
  Valentina Soto Gaviria
  Mirth St. Juste
  Daines Davies Suarez
  Robert De Jesus Suarez
  Melissa Rachel Sudbury
  Yan Sun
  Kyle James Swenson
  Nathan Charles Symes
  Troy Nicholas Talbot
  James Senior Tarr
  Ivan Dario Tatis
  Gabrielle Marie Thompson
  Allan Joseph Ucci
  Gregory Michael Ungar
  Chase Douglas Valerio
  Juan Antonio Vasquez
  Miguel Angel Velasquez
  Antonia Marie Vernace
  Gabriel Kenneth Veve
  Andres Eduardo Villalobos
  Isabel Ann Voskoboynik
  Justin Alexander Walker
  Sean Marcus Wallace
  William John Wellings
  Kevin Tyler Whitnable
  Matthew Ryan Wittbrodt
  Myles Franklin Yates
  Tal Yishay
  Yingting Zhang
  Zhong Zheng
  Zaiyu Zhu
  Connor Andrew Zielinski
  Michael Dale Bulmer
  Owen Caison
  Thomas Caleca
  Loida Jenisse Caraballo
  Flor Adriana Cardona
  John McCabe Carlson
  Taler Jo Carney
  Darla Nolder Carroll
  Diego Ubaldro Cazeas
  Todd Morrison Chandler II
  Courtney Danielle Chavis
  Tyrone Laytrayvarius Cheely
  Juan Antonio Cobo
  Scott Michael Cole
  Kristina Arlene Crane
  Cole Jameson Curtis
  Joshua Harley Davey
  Krista Marie Davis
  Jonel Wayne Dawkins
  Karleigh Jaluec Debose
  Joshua George del Campo
  Brett Anthony Demarco

** Flora Hui Deng
  Danny Mcclrand Desilus
  Matthew William DiNatale
  Gregory Stephen DuBois
  LaTisha Simone Ebanks
  Kina Letrice Edwards
  Brandon Patrick Egan
  Mitchell Vincent Elias
  Nicholas Randal Emrick

* Flora Hui Deng
  Danny Mcclrand Desilus
  Matthew William DiNatale
  Gregory Stephen DuBois
  LaTisha Simone Ebanks
  Kina Letrice Edwards
  Brandon Patrick Egan
  Mitchell Vincent Elias
  Nicholas Randal Emrick

** Katherine Anne Flinn
  Kenneth Michael Fulmer
  John Patrick Galluzzo
  Nicholas Vincent Galluzzo
  Rachel Megan Geesaman
  Dennis Giang
  John Stephan Gianopoulos
  Gabriela M. Gonzalez
  Chandanvir Singh Grewal
  Michael Vincent Grillo
  Natalia Lucia Grossa
  Ryan Joshua Guerra
  Reaed Mufeed Hamed
  Iris Jenifer Harkonen
  Zachary Brian Harrell
  Donna Veronica Harrington
  Drew Patrick Haskins
  Dylan John Haslam
  Leeah Barbara Heiferman
  Carson John Heinzel
  Diane Tran Ho
  Christopher James Hudson
College of Business Administration

Krystal Huot
Andrew Patrick Infantolino
Patrick John Jasinski
Adrian Emanuel Johnson
Lisa Marie Johnson
Seth Taylor Blue Keating
Caela Marie King
Theodore Thomas Bubbie Koby-Hercsky
Steven John Kuveikis
Ronald Joseph Laessig, Jr.
Zack Warren Laurinaitis
Albert John Lechner
Lauren Marie Lewis
Cameron Ludwig Lilly
Jessica Lin
* Riane Nicole Linsick
Daniel James Lucas
Michelle Lugo
Morgan Adair Macgregor
Abhishek Malik
Hope Hillary Mann
Mariana Carolina Maranghiello
Matthew Christopher Marco
Michelle Alexandra Marcos
Stephen Joseph Marinak IV
Sean Nicholas Marrozos
Dillon Francis Martin
Gabriel Enrique Martinez
Natalie Rose Marx
Joshua Mayer
Andrew Evan McAuliff
Kyle McClelland
Nicholas William McDaniel
Gerald Lamar McDonald
Jennifer Anne McDonald
Jose David Mejia
Yoalis Mendez
Ryan Anthony Merante
Alexander Jordan Mestre
Zachary Tyler Middle
Robert Wesley Miller
Kaley Lauren Mills
Giancarlo Miranda
Vivek Suryakant Mistry
Elizabeth Molina Deleon
Lauren Lisa Morando
Jessica Deley Moreau
Maria Alejandra Moreno
Anna Haley Mosley
Saad Nadir
Omar Yasser Nasser
* Melissa Alicia Newton
Hector Jesus Nieves, Jr.
Rasmus Bo Sebastian Nilsson
Matts Yrvne Novembre
Brenda Alejandro Ordaz
Victor Antonio Orizondo
Alberto Jose Ortiz
Thomas David Osborn
Noelle Sparre Oehme
Jenna Marie Pavk
Tyler Anthony Pedraja
Mateo Perez
Cole Scott Pilato
Justin Nicholas Plaugher
Charlie Isaiah Porter
David Prieto
Christopher R. Projahn
Mary Dwyer Quaid
Bryce David Rawlins
Andrew Michael Ray
Garrett Austin Reh
Erik Joseph Reilly
Garrett Richard Reinhart
Josiah David Reyes
Gabriella Eileen Rincon-Callan
Elaina Claire Ripo
John Paul Rivera
Farris Nathan Rivers
Jordan Kevin Robillard
Victor Hugo Rodrigues
Ashley Rodriguez
Genesis Alejandra Rodriguez
Mariela Rodriguez
Matthew John Rosario
Joshua David Roy
Kellie Lynn Rudolph
Domanique Travin Rutledge
Timothy Nolan Ryan
Trace Hayden Ryan
Philip Remington Sagadzaca
Taylor Jeanette Scher
Dallas Jean Scott
Rachel Marie Sergent
Dhruvi Kalpesh Shah
Trevor Arthur Shemanske
Ricardo Manuel Sissini
Timothy Adam Skaryd
Andrew James Skinner
Casey Alexander Slakman
Andrew Daniels Smith
Ashton Rashawn Snipes
Charles Raphael Snyder
Matthew Ryan Sochar
Rebecca Ann Spikes
Joseph Stepakoff
Kevin Roy Stillwell
Sean Anthony Stirtzinger
Rachel Jensen Stone
Thomas Andrew Strawley
Rachel Ann Sweetman
Dominic Charles Tarantino
Christian S. Thomas
Kamil Aquil Tilden
Melissa Athlene Torres
Saul Mauricio Torres
Gabriela Alexis Trio
Christopher James Trocine
Joseph Allen Vanmen
London Elizabeth Van Dusen
Alejandro Jose Vanoy
Abraham Emil Vasconez
Leomar Vasquez
Brandon Timothy Wakil
Zachary Michael Wallace
Austen Tanner Wells
Ryan Christopher Wells
* Anna Maria Wilson
Dillon James Wilson
Mercy Chigala Wilson
Taylor Renee Wolfman
Katrina Marie Wong
Sharena Yee Keow

Management BSBA

* William David Ameno
Cameron Jamal Bell
Rachel Elizabeth Bowman
Michael Kevin Brown, Jr.
* Mary Ellen Caldwell
Kelli Lynn Carr
Lara Kate Collins
Michael Dub Collins
Elis Arturo Corcega
* Rebeca Corona
Matthew Darby Craig
* Michele Nicole Crockett
Ryan C. Delpesche
* Michelle Diane Edwards
Kevin Ellenbogen
* Mark Dixon Embuscado
Shawn M. Fox
Jennifer Helen Gordon
Damiyan Demar Hayden
James Asa Hirschfield
Rana Ashraf Ismail
Gregory Daniel Kalogridis
Tatiana Joy Kasun

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Drew Thomas Kelly
Dominique Isaiah Lake
Samantha LaPorta
Makala Joy Lea
Joel E. Ledeoma
Janeth Ivoon Llanos
Frankie Irema Ann Long
Melinda Lee Lopez
Luis Jordan Lorenzo
Jacob Thomas Manuel
Nolan Garrett McAlary
Hannah Nichole McCartney
Kaila Nicole Menard
Sarah Ashley Mynhier
*** Sabrina Mai Nguyen
Igor Maciel Nilo
Stevee Nicole Parker
Sean L. Patel
Jesy Brandon Reitor
Alejandra Rodriguez
Andrea Natalia Rodriguez
* Marines Rodriguez
Brendan M. Rowe
Ashleigh Melissa Sangster
Jocelyn Savignano
Justin Paul Siptroth
Marcus Eugene Sparks, Jr.
Jennifer Marie Steele
Victoria Stephens
Hang Thi Thanh Tran
Gindritis Parker Buchholz Zalaukas
Jhoan Camilo Zambrano
Samanta Zebracki

Management BSBA-General Management

Carlos Andres Angel
Charles Nicholas Beck
*** Brandon Malik Calma
Daniel Jacob Esposito
Dylan Sean-Patrick Lawson
Coral Ann Lerner
Brittani Renee McNeal
Joshua Scott Mendel
Kylie Jordyn Renaud
Sydney Allison Schauam
Valentina Soto Gaviria

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management

Jennifer Lorraine Arnold
Simon Huang
* Daniela Paladini
* Dianes Davies Suarez
* Robert De Jesus Suarez

Marketing BSBA

Andrea Lynn Jacks

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing

Christopher Richard Ahles
Gabrielle Christine Alexin
Tom Belderbos
Megan Nicole Bellstedt
Connor William Best
Amanda Evelyn Bonanni
Dorian Leon Bratton
Mathew Stephen Browning
Daniel Michael Brunenmeister
Alexy Danielle Cardenas
Mateo Alejandro Castillo
Dayana Carolina Castro
Zachary Michael Chapon
* Valerie Chidester
Ashley Elizabeth Clarke
Richard Matthew Couch, Jr.
Nina Alexis Cousar
** Jennifer Nicole Danuff
Michelle Dao
Danielle Lynn Decarolis
Danielle Violet Devaney
Jorge Alexis Diaz
Maria Paula Dominguez
Nathan Leslie Eckbreth
Jarelise Elias
Silvia Michel Estrella
Nelson Vladmir Fuentes
*** Brianna Lynn Gonzalez
Jazmine Diana Gonzalez
Hugo Leonardo Groenendyk
Juan Ignacio Gross
Allison Rae Guiley
Catherine Inez Hackett
*** Zoe Alicia Hackett
Kailie Alexis Hayes
Kelsey Lynn Howarth
Kyla Turrah Hudson
Karla Maria Jimenez
Danielle Elise Justilien
Jack Frank Kimmel
Sydney Andreya Kuykendall
Reesa Paige Lawrence
Jacky Gar Jun Lee
* Catalina Maria Leyva
William Paul Lowe
Lirys Betsy Malave
Stephanie Marie Miller
** Raquel Miranda
Nickolas Richard Nanan
Daniela Nieto
Samantha Rhae O'born
Jonathan Edward Olivera
Joshua Augusto Penalvoa Illanes
Bheena Persaud
Logan Jeffrey Pierce
Juan Pablo Quintero
Caitlyn Theresa Reyes
Gina Marie Ritch
Alyssa Nycole Rivera
Michael Anthony Santonastaso
Alina Sivilay
Jose Javier Soler
** Caitlin Limos Suico
Cynthia Renee' Sunind
Scott Mitchell Swatscheno
*** Yauheniya Tarasionak
Kevin Patrick Tomasetti
Alex Vu Tran
Mark Dale Uhlich
Cynthia Natalie Vargas
Alazay Jose Ventura-Coffey
Mark Anthony Vitarelli
Dylan Scott Walters
Jacob Redding Watkins
Olivia Jane Wederbrand
Sally M. Wilhelm
Ryan Charles Wiseman
Myles Franklin Yates
* Tal Yishay

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling

Corey Ryan Carr
Carlos Manuel Carreno
Emily Tatiana Davila
Natalie Marie Holt-Mitchell
Kyle Brennan Kelly
Tyler Dane Lumsford
Alexis Ann Mayerhofer
Casey Harrison Palmer
Noah James Pontones
Nicholas Parker Skiffington

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Real Estate BSBA
Kevin Alvarez
Yassine M. Benkabbou
Olivia Paige Bright
Johnnise Lavonne Broadnax
Jeffrey Bennett Brooks
Tamia Janise Caldwell
Tabitha Lynn Clark
Ross Jordan DeAngelis
Abhaya Roslyn Donaldson
Austin Pierce Drury
Antony Guirgis
Ryan Daniel Hennessey
James Merel Kane
Kate Kulbachna
Bernie Asiel Livingston
Kedi Ma
Melanie Martinez
Hannah Nichole McCartney
Martin Patrick Murphy
Ginnelle Tana Noel
Alexander James Raymond
Anthony James Redhead
Deanna Laura Sanchez
Thomas Henderson Scott IV
Kathrine Grace Tribbey
Melissa Tudi-Ann Williams
Samuel Scott Wilmeth
Xuemei Yang

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Bachelor of Arts

Criminal Justice BA
Courtney Noel Campbell
Zachariah Franklin Fontenot
Nicholas Joseph Kiraly
Jessica Renee Leuci
Jesse Mitchell Marlar

Legal Studies BA
Grace Llewellyn Ault
Josilah Elyse Bell
Shirley Castillo
Hector Francisco Colon
Gabriella Noeli Diaz Sosa
Andrienne Nelsonnette Dunkley
Amarirani Espinoza
Shellynn Kerresha Forsythe
Dawn Marie Jaglowski
Meghan Ashley McGovern
Andrea Aracena Morales
Kayla Moran
*Nadine Nicole Oros
Olivier Jacques Pierre-Paul
Derkisha Noemi Sanchez
Kristen Dyanne Tessendorf
Tiffany Jollyn Torrado
Carol Victoria Tyler

Nonprofit Management BA
***Julie Anne Mast

Public Administration BA
Terrell Antonio Alexander
Talia Charles
Chukwuemem Alexander Ekpu
Anarquis Dias
Blake Ashley Robinson
Rosemary Smith
Ruth N. Villeda De Donis
David Sebastian Zeballos

Criminal Justice BS
Christopher Dale Addington
Shanaaz Asgaralli
*Allyson Emily Atkins
Jonathon Brent Baber
Alexander Robert Badall
Rachel Ann Bakke-Townes
Ashley Merelis Balseiro
Kayla Nicole Banton
Sean Vikram Beharry
Maria Fernanda Bejarano Sanchez
Megan Lee Bell
Allura Lee Bennett
Jessica Dianna Bennett
Nelvis Nicole Berrios Quijtones
Mary Elizabeth Bianca
**Holly Anne Biliter
Jasmin Borgella
Kody Robert Boyle
Lauren Elizabeth Bryant
Brett Louis Buchholz
Kaitlyn Marie Burkard
Carrie Ann Burkhardt
Donnie Burton, Jr.
Ramone Antonio Caban III
Evangelos Cacciola
Kristelle Alexa Calderon
Carminda Canlon
Maria Alejandra Cardona
Tatjanna Abri Cartagena
Dante Celico
Cameron Gregory Chassey
Fanzo Chery
Nevelle Isaiah Clarke
Matthew Henry Colominas
Michael Louis Conger
Kyle John Conroy
Waston Delius David
Makenna Brook Davidson
Erica Nicole Diaz
Kelley Louise Diaz
Rodrigo Diaz
Tresheena Danielle Diggins
Christian Andrew Dredge
Ines M. Fonseca-Forbes
Rachel Rae Forsythe
Thomas Wyatt Frescoln
Kimberly Jessica Gitter
Montana Arik Dalton Gilmore
Sebastian Giraldo
Roxielle Mayela Gonzalez
Davian Derri-Moore Grant, Jr.

Shelby Nicole Greene
Tiffany Alexandra Gushwa
Cole Garrett Helms
Michael Ryan Hendrix
Linnea T. Henry
Tyler Matthew Hickman
Desiree Marie Hope
Kristina Leigh Hughes
*Rachel Emma Hughey
Jonathan Obed Irizarry
Summer Sorrae Jenkins
Jordan O’Neal Jones
Brian Dion Keller
Ameer Imtiaz Khan
Katelyn Elizabeth Kinsinger
Eric Joseph Kolasa
Kolten August Kubart
Jody Joellan LaDue
Linda Mae Lambert-Watkins
Eric Wayne Lamoreaux
Anthony Joseph Lombardi

***Jvon Sanjay Long
Cristian Alberto Manriquez
Tais Tourinho Martin
Devon Scott McBride
William Douglas McElhanan
Njari Isoko McCrae
Emily Ellen McCranie
Catherine Madeline McDonough
Louis Anthony Messina
Joan Ellen Milici
Stephanie Micheli
Alexander Javier Molina
Devon Anthony Moncrieffe
Kaelyn Yamileth Montoya
Christopher Ricardo Morales Fonseca
*Kiara Marie Morales-Rodriguez
Nicholas Anthony Morelli
Alyssa Marie Morf
Matthew Robert Morse
Joshua Aaron Mott
Kymberlee Nicole Murphy

*Bailey Allen Nall
Davia Nauth
Linh Bao Nguyen
Sakeena Lakeeshia Nix
Cynthia Noel
Erik Wyllys Nord
Wentz Obei
William Taylor Olander
Dajia Joelle Ortiz
James Oviedo
Jessica Lynn Paul

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
**denotes Magna Cum Laude
*denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Amanda Sue Pentz
Marcos Orlando Perera
Jorge Luis Perez
Anastasia May Phelps Roberts
Justin Anton Rae
Ryan Tariq Ram
Blake Whitney Rankin
Ketkanok Kathleen Ratana
Katie Reese
Nicole Dianne Rendon
Mitchel Reynier
Kendal Nicole Rice
Phillip Charles Richert
Kathryn Nicole Rider
Taylor Leigh Rigante
Alexis Gabriel Rivera
Justin Dennis Rodriguez
Kayla Marie Rodriguez
** Kristen Nicole Rodriguez
Camilo Andres Rojas
Sharetcia Louise Roman
Shaina Amarisha Ruth
Bryant Rafael Santana
** Olivia Joy Schaefflein
Spencer Oakley Schmitt
Florian Markus Schneider
Yasdeli Segui Sosa
*** Jordan Christian Shelton
Briyanna Shantae Sloss
Frank James Small, Jr.
Christopher Michael Deion Smith
Sydney Taylor Smith
Risa Marie Sonny
Joshua Matthew Steiner
Kayla Marie Stevens
Courtney Ann Stewart
Alyza M. Supriana
Tracy Marie Swigert
Jessica Tenice Taylor
*** Cristian Felipe Tellez
Leonia L. Thornton
Austin James Toler
Jada Lauren Tollochini
Maria M. Torres
Peter-Justin Torres
Kassandra Lee Treston
Gregory Michael Trzyna
George Daniel Vasquez
Roberto Vazquez IV
Juan Jose Velasco
Lesley Alva Victor
Lauren Lynee Villalobos
Natacha Vincent

Mackenzie Hope Vojtko
Tori Nicole Walker
Brittany Morgan Wallace
Melissa C. White
Michael Ross Winebarger
Latisha Tamoy Wint
Laurin Sashmarie Woods
Logan Joseph Young
Harvey Charles Zimmerman

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3)

Jessica Amber Bickford
Sadie Elizabeth Covington
Kristina Elisa Dunlap
Madeline Grace Erickson
Fallon Brook Everett
Sarah Elizabeth Harrison
Rachel Britt Kelly
Kaitlin Nicole Lobkovich
Taylor Danielle Mack
Brooke Ashley Noel
Prudence Christine Phillips
Erika Nicole Revuelta

*** Abigail Joyce Sampson
Yaney Marie Santiago
** Brooke Savannah Stadler
Rita Louise Wicks

*** Tabitha-Sue Marie Wild
Brandy Brionna Doreen Williams
Lauren Elise Willover

Early Childhood Development and Education BS-Early Childhood Development

Michaela Rose Baker
Ashleigh Nicole Brooks
Brianna Lynn Connors
Stephanie Fernandez
Thalia Fernandez
Melissa Robin Kannapel
Katherine Elizabeth Molina
** Katelyn Elizabeth Ryan
Brittnee Dishay Taylor
Jessica Anne Tomalia
Devin Williams Williams

Elementary Education BS

Alyssa Gail Abbott
Hedaya Abdelhack
Karina Marie Abdon
Sandrine Acker
Vanessa Aguilar
Madison Marie Ahearn
Ericklee Alem
** Kelsey Taylor Alligood
Jordan Lauren Anthony
Katie Annalyn Aryanfar
Andrea Asport
Pamela Marie Auer
Emily K. Balazs
Victoria Marie Balk
Erin Nicole Ballew
Chantal Andrea Barnes
Jacob Aaron Bass
Diana Grace Bauer
Reagan Mikkel Becker
Nehrlisa Behrmann
* Taylor Diane Benedikt
Amanda Ashley Blaha
Brittani Renee Blair
Kathleen Regina Blanche
Nicolette Maheka Bowen
Rebecca Elizabeth Brakebill
Kayla Leeann Brooks
Jasmine Eva'mme Browder
Ann Marie Buelow
Linsey Carroll Buie
Madeley Anne Bunker
Karina Marie Burgos
Cassandra Lynn Bush
Charles Henry Campbell
Jason Cardillo
Katherine Claire Carnevale
Rachel Victoria Carroll
Aleinad M. Chavez Ortiz
Katie Elizabeth Clarke
Cynthia Isabella Cleaver

*** Alexia Danielle Correa
* Amber Leigh Courtney
Mallory Alicia Cridger
Kayla Ashley Cry
Brett Austin Danner
Priscilla De Armas
* Laura Catherine Dehoff
Mary Catherine Denaro
Gisell DO'Onofrio
* Amanda Giada Douglas
Brittany Parker Duncan

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Honesty Michelle Earle
* Jill Patricia Eckler
Kaitlin Nicole Elmore
Lihannah Shereen Ephraim
Natalie Alexandra Escobar
Melanie Espinosa
Lina Marie Fagiolino
Sonja Velisse Felix
Jeanette Ann Figueroa
Sara Rose Fitzgerald
Dallas Elizabeth Foley
Kaley Ann Foley
Katie Malissa Frame
Rebecca Lynn Galt
Chloe Lynne Gambrell
Amanda Nicole Garrison
Brittany Marie Geib
Hillary Caroline Geiger
* Danielle Marie Giaquinto
Peyton Emelia Giesswein
Shannon Claire Gill
Jessica Lynn Gipson
*** Samantha Nicole Glaser
*** Krysta Marie Gonzalez
Selena Aimee Gonzalez
Domina Shermia Green
Olivia Madison Greene
Taylor Paige Griffey
** Brandi Marissa Griffin
Karly Renee Guil
Taylor Victoria Harreson
Alanna Christine Harris
Michael Lee Harris
Jennifer Elayne Harshburger
Kayla Ann Hayes
Heidy Belen Hernandez
Kaylea Rose Hertel
Shanise Sierra Hilley
Mackenzie Kathleen Hodgins
Sloane Kendall Hudkins
Rosetta Adrian Johnson
* Stephanie Marie Johnson
Jerrica Devin Jonson
Elif Kelly
Hayley Alaura Kibbe
Jiyoung Kim
Cristina Marie Kirtley
Pamela Gail Koenig
Hervela Larsen
Makenzie Ann Legg
Gabrielle Frances Leuzzi
Madeleine Eva Loh
Meika Melissa Magda
Pamela Nicole Maltby
Cassandra Marentes
Cassidy Joyce Martin
Shayla Enith Martinez-Izarrary
Denise Davis McCoat
Lauren Diane McCullum
Amanda Syleene McDade
Caitylin Paige McManus
Louis Victor Mendes
Carleigh Catherine Mengel
Melissa Lynn Metzger
** Haylee Michelle Miller
Lyndsey Erin Miller
*** Keyla Damaris Munoz
Emiley Marie Navarro
Joey Michael Ohannesian
Alexandra Olejniczak
Casandra Josette Opong
Amanda Lea Osborne
Maleah Noel O'Shea
Sandra Pacombe
Casey Marie Palko
Dakota Hollingsworth Palmer
Molly Meredith Palmer
Jessica Rose Pappas
* Megan Joy Parker
Brianna Alexis Patten
Lisa Marie Payne
Cristaly Pedraza Miranda
Tracy Ann Pehush
Kelly Pena
Cheyenne Pepper
Chelsea Marie Perez
Megan Lynn Perone
Morgan May Perrette
Elizabeth Claire Polachek
Melanie Noel Pompos
Aliyah Lauren Possidonio
Stacie Lee Pratt
** Samantha Lynn Puglisi
Guillermo Martin Quintanilla, Jr.
* Cecilia Marie Quist
Amritha Rama
Julian Gabriel Ramos
Oriana Karina Ramos
* Emily Nicole Reichard
Julia Taylor Richter
Darcie Marie Roden
Elizabeth Rodriguez
Natalia Cristina Rodriguez
*** Morgan Taylor Rome
Katia Sachoute
Angelina Maria Sarvis
Loren Camille Scherschel
Samantha Lexi Schissler
Olivia Eastman Schram
Ashli Virginia Sellari
Amber Kathryn Serros
Jarec Tyler Solomon
Caley Ashlyn Soto
Angeles Lucila Sposito
Michelle Lynn Steen
Tasha Marie Stevens
Erica Leanne Sugarman
Marissa Mary Syracusa
Alina Marie Thompson
Tylisha La'Faith Thompson
*** Carina Michelle Tillan
Jessica Dawn Tortora
Brianna Alyn Tarar Tyler
Caitylin Patricia Veal
Berenise Vega
Lexie Anne Velez Diaz
Alyssa Jade Walter
Erin Ellen Ward
Victoria Love Webb
* Kelsie Anne Wheatley
* Kealey Jeanette Wik
Ashley Wolfe
Kaitlyn Faith Woodson
** Amanda Anne Worden

Emergency Management BS
Spencer David Belisario Bennett

English Language Arts Education BS
Kami Ivey Baker
Marisa Nicole Baxter
Maria Veronica Brito
Alex Dean Heyen
Hei Shun Lo
Victoria Maria Mosca
Rochelle Marie Posser
*** Sarah Austin Presley
Denis Antonio Serrano Cruz
** Francisco Gabriel Telles-Leon
Michael Joseph Weaver

Exceptional Student Education BS
Sarah Ann Campbell-Olan
Anissa Eve Cooper
Rachel Corin Hemmy
Alexa Brittany Hirsch
Remington Connor Loeffler

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Health Informatics and Information Management BS
* Alicia Anna-Kaye Ashmeade
  Patricia Danyelle Hughes
  Michael Leonard Newsome
  Veronica Wing-Yin Ng
  Daniela B. Otero
  Jasmine Ellisa Patterson
* Isabel Cristina Quintana
  Jennifer Marie Smith
  Molly Ann Snowberger
  Heather Marie Thach

Health Services Administration BS
  Nina Canda Abando
  Stephanie Adams
  Tara Ahmed
  Joanna Carolina Alexandre
  Alexa Ivette Alvarez
  Ashley Ann Anderson
  Lise Kelene Andre
  Shelby Lauren Austin
  Michael Baboolall
  Tiffany Alexandra Barone
  Jose Aldemar Belalcazar
  Alexis Nicole Bell
  Milica Buhu
  Natalie Calderon
  Cyriah Symphony Carey
  Perle Bianca Castel
  Tavia Michelle Chin
  Monica Cifuente
  Robert Dennis Couch
  Mildred Vega Cousino
  Taylor Ann Crocker
  ** Ricardo Shakira Curtis
  Madeline Christine Dahlem
  Sebastian Naish Danner
  Van Nhu Dao
  Felisha Carrine DarboUze
  Sandy Darsan
  Kenneth Jordan Dean
  Lindsey Morgan Deberry
  Yordanos Berhane Debessa
  Nicole Angela D’Elia
  Tajay Larice Desinord
  Kyle Marshall DeWolf
  Davina Dubbra
  Brhinitly Consualo Duffus
  Erin Elizabeth Engle
  Paola Michelle Esmurria
  * James Francis Evert
  Garrett David Gholson
  Sarah Alice Gillen
  Yashaira G. Gomes
  Lydia Maribel Guerrero
  Katherine Marie Guillen
  Darby Angela Hurtado
  Tatiana Dameka Harris
  Karolina Henschke
  Atashi Lisa Hoffman
  Alexander Thomas Horrell
  Amy E. Houck-Dominy
  Gabriel Hurtado
  Lauren Alexander Kearns
 acheleen Jerome
  Daniel Stephen Johnston
  Daniel Patrick Julian
  Samuel Eric-Allen Karp
  Mikko Krone
  Devendra Kumar
  Raegan Currie Lafferty
  Maria Fernanda Larrañaga
  Deandre Rayshawn Lee
  Laura Lopez
  Kevin Louidor
  Vy Khanh Mai
  Ashley Lorraine Malmstrom
  Hannah Christine Marlowe
** Brandon Shane Martin
  Steven Luis Martinez
  Elizabeth Martinez Rodriguez
  Corry Dillon Matthews
  Camille Nichole Maugy
  *** Ashley Belle McCray
  Darrius Vinson McFadden
  Trevente McFadden
  Sarah Kathleen McKeever
  Heather Michelle Mease
  Brittany Medina
  Erika Azucena Membreno Del Cid
  Ashley Nicole Mercado
  Reeva Merchant
  Vanessa Garavito Mingo
  Karis Josie Mobley
  Erin Alyssa Morrow
  Emily Marie Morton
  Krikor Mouradian
  Ross Michael Nienhuis
  Marco Antonio Ocampo
  Andrea Carolina Ochoa
  Viviana Edith Ongoro
  * Elizabeth Nicole O’Reilly
  Yolesis Oviedo
  Mayra Peña
  Amanda Perez
  Diana Nadenia Persaud
  Sandra Gessica Philipce
  Janet Porras
  Meredith Jacqueline Porter
  Nafisa Sultanaumn Qurratuzaman
  Shaan Abud Rahim
  Aliyah Alicia Ramesar
  Danielle Marie Ranucci
  Bodru Alam Rashed
  Guillermo Reyes-Nieves
  Ashley Nicole Rivera
  Jessica Leticia Roman
  Tracey Romeus
  Sheeris Sanchez
  Shannon Noelle Sands
  Nerissa Sawak
  William Christopher Scott
  Omar Shafi
  Nusrat Shammi
  Taylor Kristen Shannon
  Vivek Shrivraj
  Danielle Nicole Simmons
  Haley Morgan Sims
  Marissa Hema Singh
  Melissa Shivani Singh
  Amari Tyne Smith
  Shiviwan Sohan
  Rochelle Kay Stimson
  Sasha Lee Shenoy Swaby
  Celine Marie Sye
  Joseph Kevin Tama
  Narene Taylor Brooks
  Peter Gabriel Torres
  Valery Deon Van Herest
  Whitney Simone Verrett
  Nahomie F. Villard
  James Tyler Vo
  Kyler Ryan Walker
  Octavia Denise White
  Kayla Alexandria Williams
  Kristen Nicole Williams
  Heather Marie Winderwoodle
  Casie Nichole Wright
  Tashana Toontinette Wyatt
  Chelsea Marie Yarnell
  Mena Sami Zakhari
  Erin Rochelle Zielinski

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Legal Studies BS
Aaron Adolfo Abbadie
Abra Alaaou
Philaena Antonette Allen
Jacqueline Emily Alonso
Elaina Michelle Arzewski
Jeremy Selwyn Augustine
Matthew John Auman
Timothy Joseph Bailo
Kayla Nicole Banton
Robert Gale Bedford, Jr.
Dayana Barbara Blanco

** Miguel Raul Bonnelly
Michael Martin Braverman
Savanna Marcia Grace Burnup
Karen Cadet
Mubarak Ibn Calloway
Hayden Keith Campbell
Alice Postans Cavallo
Dante Celico
Marenhet Agogo Ceriale
Christopher Michael Claude, Jr.
Richelle Athena Claytor
Regan Marie Coulter
Christiana Maria Cochrane
Enya Coles
Brandon J. Corso
Hanny David
Bradley Holdon Davis
Linda Sue Davis
Shanee’ Rezina Edwards-Geneste
Victoria Elyse Evans

** Lorenzo Aaron Fernandez
Alyssa Jeanay Flemming
Emily Morgan Forhay
Brianna Cecilia Francis
Felicia Francis
Jeddy Leonor Gomez
Victoria Lyne Gould
Jada La'Sha Grisby
Jessica Elizabeth Guy
Sadie Marie Guzik
Mac Harris
Christina Silver Hartpence
Daniela Andrea Hull

* Jake Tyler Kenny
Sara Catherine Krinitz
Katllyn E. Ladd
Sarah Christine Lawson
Maia Rashelle Magee

* Larann Elizabeth Massey
Yashar Mehrfar

Yesenia Mendez
Morgan Elizabeth Metzger
Gabriela Christina Meulens
Cameron Michael Miller
Jessamyn Alexandriya Moring
Alex William Morris
Laina Marie Moyer
Kealan Alexander Mullen
Caitlin Leann Oliff
Marina Pagan-Haiman
Jessica Suzanne Paradis
Dena Loraine Pettry
Pardis Lance Poursafizade
Margaret Daniella Raygada
Airress Rembert

* Jason Andrew Remy
Michael Aaron Reyes
Katia Rivas
Mackenzie Christine Scott
Casey Nicole Shook
Manpreet Kaur sodhi
Kathleen Victoria Speers

* Brandon Tyler Tutus
Hayden Compton Waters
Nathan Richard Weigold
Edward John Whitaker
Maximilian Nelson Gillard Wood
Jordan Alexis Zucarello

Mathematics Education BS
Trenton James Schacht

Nonprofit Management BS
Genesis Cruz

Public Administration BS
Nicholas James Am Rhein
Alexander Robert Badall
Jovens Excellent Bien-Aime, Jr.
Forrest Key Bratton
Kimberly Ann Carromero
Alyson Nikole Castrenze
Angela Clark-Ducan
Marcus Dante Depaulo
Marnier Lynise Elias Peeples
Christian Raul Escobar
Angela Moore Foster
Paige Elaine Giese
Ansaama Catherine Guion
Brendon Anthony Hayes
Mariah Lee Heise
Aaron Sean Hull
Naika M. Jean

Jayani Mallikarachchi
Nicole Martinez Laboy
Brittany Pagano
Michael Alexander Prendergast
Mark M. Runge
Shaera Saluddin
Marvin Silaire
Timothy Eugene Siverling, Jr.
Dina Solon-Dundin
Samuel Gibson Stickley
Clayton McClain Tress
James Robert Wales

Science Education BS-Biology
Christy Haydee Rivera

Science Education BS-Chemistry
Bryan Patrick Gatward

Secondary Education BS-Science Education Biology
Uchile Jean-Baptiste

Social Science Education BS
Carol Anne Arnold
Kayla Renee Brewer
* Tyler Dalton Cannon
Ilene Castro
Tabitha Grace Clear
Anna Marie DeSalvo

* Timothy Daniel Finch
Jeffrey Garcia
Sean Michael Hannemann
Ryan Scott Hardy
Patrick Kenneth Kincaid
Simon John Michael Lee
Krystal Jennifer Mandile
Macy Renee Mastroianii

* Zoe Vanessa Park
Justin Michael Petronico
Aaron Glenn Presnell
Elisha Carine Rodriguez
Justin James Smith
Bradley Alan Stiles

Technical Education and Industry Training BS
Sora Ellsley Buck
Frances Paloma Joseph
Betty Leht
Ron J. McKay
John Richard Sutter
Micah Lewis Tucker
Kristen Leigh Whitlock

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Serra Abak
Aniruddh Abraham
Khandoker Munirul Ahmed
Ibraheem Ally
Alana Arjune
Ussama Azam
* Cullen Michael Bair
  James Robert Bearss
  Mark Joseph Behler
  Gerardo Benitez
  Jonathan Richard Billington
* Bhavika Boga
  Jared Thomas Boler
** Timothy Parker Buzzelli
  Luis Alonso Casanova
  Kenia Castro
  Dylan Marco Clemann
  Morgan Christian Cole
  Walter William Condon
  Phillip Marino Da Silva
  Stephen Brady Davis
  Nicholas Frank Deleuze
  Nicole Christine Demeter
* Sandy S. Demian
  Ryan Alfred Diaz
  Richard Philip DiBacco
  Jason Woodrow Diehl
** Ryan Bailey Distasi
  Seth Joseph Emmans
  Nicholas Tyler Espinosa
  Erick Evangeliste
  Kaise Acaz Ferreira
  Shane Matthew Ferrell
  Carlos Eduardo Fortoul
  Matthew James Frazier
  Andrew Eric Gates
  Zachary Nathaniel Gormley
* Evan Jonathan Graves
* Ryan Timothy Graves
  Brandon Edward Gray
  William Raymond Gross
  Tyler James Harbin-Guintoli
* Logan Tanner Harvell
* Kyle Joseph Hendricks
  Ryan Michael Hoec
  Ian Anthony Holdeman
  Joseph Michael Hummel
  James Raymond Jachcinski
  Anthony Lee Jackson, Jr.
* Shahzaib Adil Jameel
  Kenneth Jauregui
  Deni Kanuti
  Brandyn Ryley Keif
  Garrett Dean Krichbaum
** Justin Bradley Lambert
  Daniel Harry Levene
  George Elliot Maier
*** Patrick Lee Maier
  Sebastian Wright Martin
  Andrew Bradley Matrai
*** Chadwick William Maycumber
  Gabrielle Soledad Michaels
  Marcos Montes De Oca
  Mustapha-Shah Barote Moore
  Jack Henry Mustacato
  Brian Lee Ocasio
  Joseph Richard Orlando
  Max Anthony Orr
  Huey De Guia Padua
  Emily Melody Pelchat
  Jose Eduardo Pena Vera
  Santiago Perez Arrubla
  Isaias Perez Vega
  Andres Alejandro Posadas
  Alfredo Nicolas Quiroga
  Jamison Applin Rayfield
  Jonathon Allen Rice
  Ryan Rossbach
  Jacob Minton Rubenstein
  Logan Woods Russell
  Joshua Alexander Schroeder
  Krystal Lynn Siler
  Daniel Escosteguy Silva
  Raj Singh
  Michael Anthony Stack
  Sherzah Tahir
  Scott Richard Tanner
  Jason Hakeem Taylor
  Ryan Christopher Ubinger
  Michael Anthony Vigil
  Matthew Joseph Wadle
* Chaohao Wang
** Wyatt Austin Waterfield

Information Technology BS
Kira Alvo Abelew
Mohamed H. Abukhdair
Jarred A. Adler
Shamsul Araf
Preston Joon Badgley
Sebastien Beauge
Jacob Craig Bilger
Alexa Jean Blyth
Alexandria Juliana Bolain
Jay Anthony Bonilla
Cadinhs Chau
Azmain Chowdhury
Joshua Agas Cleto
Rafael Lamasines Clinic
Nicholas William Conklin
Tyler James Crones
Charles Christopher Cuba
Marc Benett Diamant
Joel Valdes Diaz
Edward Gerald Domka
Brendan Robert Donnelly
Adam Karim Elamrani
Mark Allen Endsley
Raymond S. Fernandez
Edwin Edler Flores
Parker Taylor Forsberg
Ajay Gobedrhan
Sebastian Gomez
Kenneth Gonzalez
Taylor Ross Griffin
Emmanuel Gual
Nathan Patrick Henderson II
Stephanie Marina Hillman
Trung Vinh Ho
Joshua Christian Koller
Tyler Gib Krebs
Benetton Belleza Lapuz
Tien Le
Bernard Comsina Lopez
Justin Christopher Mackool
Myra Ann Marchetti
Felipe Sapucaly Maretti
* Seth Joseph Marino
  Samuel J. Marshall
  Michael Ryan Martin
  Eder Danilo Mazariigos-McCoy, Jr.
  Alyssa Katelyn McChesney
  Brandon Austin McDonald
  Tyler Edward Mellor
  Kenneth Alexander Mitchell, Jr.
  Jorge Luis Montalvo
  Kevin Bryan Morgan
  Patrick Francesco Nash
** Andres Felipe Padilla
  Aryan Reza Pakniet
  Savan Patel
  Michael Raul Perna
  Andrew Michael Piaget
  Dylan Austin Rasheed

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Reid Allen Richardson, Jr.  
Pierre Nanson Roberts  
Michael Nelson Santos  
Jacob Aaron Shanefield  
Nathanial Tyler Smith  
Taylor Page Smith  
Neil Alexander Spence  
Robert Carl Stein  
Raul Enrique Tejeda, Jr.  
Cody Allan Thomas  
Tyler Joseph Tucker  
Thomas Wesley Updike  
Ryk Louis Weese  
Chase Allan Welch  
Zachary Ryan Yarbrough  

* Andre Isaiah Woodard  
** Matthew Brandon Wright  

* Renan Holanda Coelho Silva  
Keegan Charles Conway  
Temple Arnold Corson IV  

** Lucas Edward Dickinson  
Julian David Duque  
Greg Joseph Eugene  
Marcelino Galarza, Jr.  
Ana Maria Gomez  
Anthony Hunter Hinnant  
Justin James Kolnick  
Patrick John McBrady  
John Watts McFarland  
Jose Antonio Medina, Jr.  
Donald Kyle Miller  
Gregory James Mueth  
Mhelthai Gue Corla Natavio  
Dylan Michael Ortiz  
Fabio Andre Pardo  
Dylan Alexander Petrac  
Jesus Antonio Pulido Garcia  
Coleman Geoffrey Rogers  
Gabriel Trindade Santos  
Wyatt N. Schmitz  
Luca Michele Silvester  
Marc Simon  
David Joseph Simonneau, Jr.  
Francisco Jose Tirado Perez  
Christopher Thomas Vento  

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering  

Civil Engineering BSCE  
Kwabena Chinedu Addo-Noble  
Ali Salem Mohammed Al Awlaqi  
Khaled Alderghishem  
Hamza Mohamed Ali  
Alex Bennett Auehey  
Ashley Nicole Backert  
Ryan James Brown  
Angie Canchon  
Buse Cengiz  
* Chelsea Nicole Claverie  
Logan Daric Craft  
Sean Alexander Dongilli  
Valerie Gil  
* Brian Christopher Hennessy  
Nicholas Christian Jimenez  
Kimberly Ann Kilsgaard  
Santiago Mantilla  
* Scott Aaron Nager  
Huy Nguyen  
Shelly Gizelle Rivas  
Arelys Rosario  
Angel Javier Salazar  
Paula Andrea Sanchez  
Kalynd Nicole Siebecker  
Anthony James Villard  
* Catrina Lynn Yontock  

* Pierce Julian Busse  
** John A. Cancio  
Julio Cesar Chacon-Recon, Jr.  
Kevin Leonardo Cintron Alameda  
Gerald Francis Condon  
Lissa Marie Gallegos  
Jonathan Michael Garcia  
Gligur Georgievski  
Jacob James Hambor  
Tyler James Hayward  
Alexander Douglas Heise  
Nicholas Thomas Kraushaar  
Juan Felipe Matiz  
Kyle Eric McManus  
James Arthur Meeks  
Eddell Antonio Molina  
Ryan Thomas Molloy  
* Jacob Aurel Nosel  
Alexander Olivera  
Alex Cristian Orosko  
Gumaro Perez, Jr.  
Megan Tiffany Ritz  
Johnny Patrick Rogan  
Jonathon Michael Sauers  
Kimberly Joy Tan  
Andrew James Terry  
Austen Teremus Thompson  
Michael Lee Williams  

Bachelors of Science in Aerospace Engineering  

Aerospace Engineering BSASAE  
Sumayya A. Abukhalil  
Mario Enrique Alvarenga Paniagua  
John Ryan Boehmer  
* Pierce Julian Busse  
** John A. Cancio  
Julio Cesar Chacon-Recon, Jr.  
Kevin Leonardo Cintron Alameda  
Gerald Francis Condon  
Lissa Marie Gallegos  
Jonathan Michael Garcia  
Gligur Georgievski  
Jacob James Hambor  
Tyler James Hayward  
Alexander Douglas Heise  
Nicholas Thomas Kraushaar  
Juan Felipe Matiz  
Kyle Eric McManus  
James Arthur Meeks  
Eddell Antonio Molina  
Ryan Thomas Molloy  
* Jacob Aurel Nosel  
Alexander Olivera  
Alex Cristian Orosko  
Gumaro Perez, Jr.  
Megan Tiffany Ritz  
Johnny Patrick Rogan  
Jonathon Michael Sauers  
Kimberly Joy Tan  
Andrew James Terry  
Austen Teremus Thompson  
Michael Lee Williams  

Bachelors of Science in Construction Engineering  

Construction Engineering BSConE  
Berat Akkaya  

Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering  

Electrical Engineering BSEE  
John David Alcala  
Wikender Alcius  
Faisal Almomhedi  
Tariq Amer Ausaf  
Winston Baptiste, Jr.  
Christopher Benjamin Turner Britt  
Alexander Michael Burns  
Matthew Scott Caserto  
Livengston Keith Cius  
* Marcus Emmanuel Darby  
** Lucas Edward Dickinson  
Brandon Christophe Dupoux  
Maureen Colleen Flintz  
** Kevin Scott Gaj  
Amber Haley  
Ahmed Hamdy  
Beatriz Yailen Jimenez  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

James Velton Johnson
*** Caroline Lane Kamm
Carter James Lankes
* Alexander Grant Long
Karl Henry Mama
Casey Marie Mann
Jean Carlo Melgarejo Romero
Menashe Katzav Mordachai
Jakub Maxim Nishioka
Josue Ortiz
Lance Ian O'Sullivan
Damo Park
Meghan Ashley Perry
Elange Pierre
Saeed Assaad Rahaman
Giovanny Andres Reyes
Eric Brian Roberts
** Yannick Oderi Roberts
Kenyaatta Hakeem Samuels
Zachary Gordon Stakoff
Emmanuel Sotomayor
Anthony Lewis Speake
James Timothy
Conan B. Wilson, Jr.
Katelyn Ann Winters

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME
Nicholas Joseph Alfonsi
Abubaker Omar AlZahaidi
Christian Andres Anzalotta
Luis Enrique Areola
** Tamara Ayoub
Nicole Elizabeth Bai
Mary Kathryn Balbo
Douglas James Banes
Amanda Katherine Bauroth
Justin Richard Becker
Michael Amanuel Beyene
Kayla Leigh BITner
Connor Edward Black
Brian Simon Boulos
Brian Alston Brown, Jr.
Edwin Hunter Buck IV
Justin Clint Bullock
Caleb Edward Bundy
Aaron Cullen Burk
* Pierce Julian Busse
Chance Steven Carmosino
Patrick George Celentano
Christopher Charles
Alex Fernando Chavez
Cong Huan Chen
Weifeng Chen
Nicholas Frank Chieca
Geovani Antonio Colberg III
Alejandro Coral

* Austin Michael Corella
Arturo Coronado Rodriguez
Adam Amien Costa
Alexander Scott Couchman
Dominique Laurent Courbin
Christian Peter Joseph Coury
Daniel William Croatti
Anthony Courtney Currie, Jr.
Erik Amar Dateearden
Marcus Jaudon Davis
Reed Michael Deryk
Nikola Slavko Devura
Kyle Dockery
Eric William Doyle
Vincent William Duran
Alexander Lane Farlow
Alan Felix
Khalid Fikri
Cullen Monroe Fravel
Lissa Marie Galguera
Manikrao G. Gendy
Brian Edward George
Nicolas Alejandro Gonzalez
Daniel Gonzalez-Torres
Lanie Janina Brooke Greer
Artur Graula
Andrew Doyle Hadlock
Tyler Anthony Hillman
Jonathan C. Hilton
Mohammed Ziadm Hmeidan
Matthew Ryan Hoag
Amanda Mae Horn
Mohammad Naser Hussein
Tony Ian Irizarry
Taylor Thomas Jason
Harrison Joel Jenkins
Steven John Jezowski, Jr.
Bradley Christopher Johnson
*** Caroline Lane Kamm
Stephen James King
Victoria Ann Kirkland
Justin Thomas Kirschbaum
Karim Kodeih
Brandon Michael Kutchera
John Paul Langlois
Jacob Philip Larsen
Jonah Graham Larsen
Thinh Duc Le
Luke Vaovasa Lealafaita
Christian Alexander Lecreux
Braeden Robert Lehman
Teron Jerome Lewis
Derek Douglass Lillard
*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Sebastian Enrique Llamosas
Cole Jacob Manley
Joshua Thomas Manning
John Demetrios Marinos
Sina Masoodi Arfaee
Jakob Allan Mattern
Michael Scott McBride
Brian McHale, Jr.
*** Franck Paul Meyer
Robert William Mielke
Camilo Miranda
Hazem Mohamad
Raynyse Zariah Nesbitt
Jeremy Nguyen
* Patrick Tam Nguyen
** Alexander Louis Nichols
*** Mohammad Odah
** Max B. Parker
Vishal Vimal Kumar Patel
Jesus Rafael Peñaloza
Emmanuel Perez Ruiz
Mackens Roody Pierre
Elie Placide
Hayden James Plusk
Anna Elizabeth Potts
Shuoran Qu
Raul Quintana
Marcus Adrian Real
Angel Rafael Resto Ocasio
* Cristian Alexander Romero
Eric James Ross
** Brendan Robert Ruchlin
Jeff Heron Saintelus
Gonzalo David Sauri
* Cody Davis Schultz
William Aaron Simpson
Kyle Jeffrey Smith
Amanda Loulou Stephan
Sherese Olivia Stoney
Zachary John Stormant
Geoffrey Henry Sturman
Bowie Suen
William Connor Sullivan
* Evren Tarkan Tasci
Daniel Alexander Tavernas
William Charles Thomas
Sean Kristjan Itao Tio
Colin John Toth
Mary Hanh Tran
Frank Fredrick Trapasso III
Connor Lane Trotman
*** Ryan Arthur Underwood
Drew Anthony Usiadek

Bachelors of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

* Joshua Ellis Aries
Dylan Jonathan Atkins
Alec Scott Barnes
Paula Vanessa Campesino
* Chelsea Nicole Claverie
Samuel Carl Culver
James Harris Dibiassy
Trenton Lewis Durham
Edward George Francis
Daisy Mercedes Lopez
Jonathan Michael Presley
Matthew Michael Ryan
* Catrina Lynn Yontek

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders BA
* Nineth Alexandra Caleca
  Micaela Joy Hopkins
  * Eryn Kaitlyn Jackson
  Grace M. Pagan
  Nadia Alejandra Pastrana
  Danielle Elizabeth Perugini
  Debra Ruth Reilly
  Patricia Ann Ventresca
* Taylor Denise Wood
  Grace Elizabeth Young

Bachelor of Science

Communication Sciences and Disorders BS
Diana Rosa Alcantara
Morgan Leigh Ammons
Melissa Gabriela Argueta
Darby Taylor Biaggi
Careena Anna Bianc
Stephanie Diane Brigardello
Kelly Anne Brophy
Kayla Stacey Budney
* Alexis Gavars Burruano
  Taylor Lynn Carter
  Katelyn Anne Coeks
  Kristen Nicole Cowan
  Danielle Michelle Cureton
  Amanda Nicole Deno
  Samantha Beth Duffy
  Sydney Louise Duncker
** Stephanie Akiko Efferding
  Dominique Amanda Finlay
* Kristine Francis
  Jessica Marie Gant
  Austin Michael Gatlin
  Eboni Indiya Gurley
  Emerald Shannae Harvey
  Emma Mae Horvath
*** Shelby Elizabeth Hughes
  Annalise Diana Irvine
*** Sherilynn Barron Janz
  Madison Delaney Jones
  Autumn Lynn Kaman
  Sara Keshlaf
** Niki Lorraine Loy
  Niara Soyika Zewadi Maragh

Sarah Kathleen McManus
Allissa Michala McNair
Samantha Megan-Elizabeth Mills
Lindsey Anne Mitchell
* Kayra Lydia Montanez
  Rachel S. Moore
  Angelica Mercedes Mujica
  Rolanda Petit-Bois
  Colton Skyler Phelan
  Rodnicka Alaudde Pierre-Jerome
  Tyler Arielle Pieters
  Ayendi Charvora Polite
  Jennifer Nicole Rathgeber
  Ashley Marie Rodriguez
  Natasha Rodriguez
  Michelle Romero
  Lacie Rose Sergio
  Haven Jane Smitherman
  Monica Paola Suarez
  Felicia Donna Tilack
  Vanessa Andrea Trincado
  Joviette Voltaire
  Jane Marie Wadsworth
  Devan Shaye Webster
  Jennifer Lynn Whitlock
  Catalina Wissinger
  Jennifer Nicole Lange Wojahn
  Diane Vincor Yeo
  Kaitlyn Ashley Zavala

Health Sciences BS
Alaa Abdulghani
Maickel Sherif William Accladios
Isabella Acosta Pajaro
Sadia Ahmad
Heebah Sayeh Ahmed
Stephanie Jennifer Alcider
Abigail Shama Alexandre
Laya Amer Alkhaili
Tina Hayder Alkhazali
Breann Ashley Allen
Cassandra Rhea Leann Allen
Richard An
Noelle Jeanne Anderson
Erick Luis Andrade
Anthony Michael Angley
Debriana Anthony
Bianca Alexandra Anton
Alexandra Jillian Asta
Joseph Timothy Ayim Zamora
Fernando Baena Chica
Roshonda Sueidan Baker
Zoe Dunha Bancilhon
Neasha L. Barnes
Bianca Carolina Barrios
Maria Fernanda Barroso
Jessica Taylor Bassan
Anthony Batista
Kayla Nicolette Beamon
Lucika Evangelista Beaubrun
Debbie Galeano Beekee
Robert Michael Beeton
Jessica Kathlin Belanger
Angelica Mondin Bell
Kaylan Darlene Bell
Jerrell James Bess
Rachael Alana Bishop
Karlo Jazmin Blackman
Rachael Alda Alime Bogue
Katie Jeannette Boone
Zachary James Bowie
* Ciara Ashley Boyne
  Tomahah Angel Bradley
  Rebecca Lynn Brenton
  Melissa Marie Brigardello
  Stephen James Brock
  Lorriann Nordreca Brooks
* Addison Quinn Brown
** Claire Madison Brown
  Erin Elizabeth Brown
  Trey Kaliyeh Brown II
  Alyssa Samone Bryant
  Jonathan Tyler Burnham
  Jenna Leigh Burnsed
  Andres Bustamante
  Asia Lynn Byrd
  Heather Calhoun-Floyd
  Kent Bryan Camonayan
  Courtney Michelle Campbell
  Melissa Danielle Candela
  Jaiene Enid Caraballo
  Michael Caravella
  Giancarlo Victorio Carnesella
  Wendalyn Oasis Carranza
  Priscylla Carvalho
  Gianna Marie Cavallaro
  Stephanie Marie Cevallos
* Michael Chandra
  Arthur P. Chaves
  Courtney Melissa Chisholm
  Casey Alexis Christiansen
  Jordan Taylor Clark
  Ryan Austin Clark
** Kayla Marie Claus
  Taylor Marie Colarusso

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Carly Taylor Colella
Darianne Jocelyn Contreras
Tavazha Alexus Cooper
Ana Maria Correa
Alejandra Paz Corvalan Nunez
Ryan Lewis Covalt
Olivia Marie Crabb
Joshua Crow
* Iriselis Cruzado
Daniel Oscar Cuadrao
Isabella Elle Cura
Phuong Julie Dang
Danielle Marie Delange
Gary Steven Demarest, Jr.
Micaela Morgan DeVane
Riane Nicole Diancin
Kevin Minh Do
Shu'ury Dorelien
Margaret Taylor Dowling
Cinthia Jaqueline Duarte
Dalton Paul Eckstein
Colton Duke Edwards
Matthew Peter English
Erika Beatriz Escalona Tejeda
Channel Cierra Eskridge
Daniella Eslava
Justin Kyle Espe
Michaea Loren Fahn
Gilles Albert Fantal
Karene M. Ferrus
Brooke Denise Fisher
Dario Theodore Fletcher
Christopher Steven Freehauf
Ja'Niah Alyse Gadson
Alejandra Garces
Stephanie Elizabeth Gavino
Ranya Suzanne Girault
Mathew Alexander Glaess
Brandon Fritz-Donovan Glaze
** Jessica Marie Gocinski
Christian Anthony Gonzalez
Lynette Del Carmen Gonzalez
Chayna Devi Gooljar
Shanice O'Keen Gordon
David Adam Gottschalk
Gabrielle Amarah Grant
Jahmeed Rashamed Grayman
Lauren Ashley Grimms
Mina Hanna
Alexandra Kaylee Hare
Vejay S. Harripersaud
Casey Guerin Hart
Raelynn Christine Harvey
Emily Ann Hauff
Joelle Heiman
Ashley Kamelia Hemraj
Kaitlyn Mikael Henderson
Jasleen Nicole Hernandez
Keith Thomas Hetrick
Katrina Lynn Hillborn
Caitlin Danielle Hoehn
Austen Matthew Hopson
Heleissa A.P. Hosty
Marcelo Andres Huete
Carl Antar Hughes
Jocelyn Lee Hung
Christian David Ilefonso
Brandon Isaiah Irizarry
Adiba Happy Islam
Sean Swaroop Jacob
Mohamedally Mushtakhussein Jamal
Antwar Vincent Jelks
Melissa Rebecca Jennings
Ricky Z. Jiang
Candice Mikele Johnson
Syntoria DelRayvia Johnson
Christopher Mikhail Jones, Jr.
Kesha Joseph
Medgeen Joseph
Cortney Elizabeth Keck
Imrane Khamlichi
John Kim
Attallah Zanea King
Caroline Grace Klaefler
Jessica Lauren Klein
Alyssa Claire Koepke
Brandon Scott Kozlowski
Pheona Lachman
Hamza Lahsaini
Cayla Anne Lankin
Tonya M. Lapointe
Nicholas Richard Larkins
Brianna Danielle Laurenceau
Ariane Catari Leon
Naomi Clara Levy
Mariah Nicole Little
** Ryan Christopher Lockwood
Carissa Lynnea Loparo
Claudia Lopez Alfonso
Jami Zhilin Lu
Tatiana Alexandra Luccani
Kelvin Noel Maldonado
Taylor Halle Manyou
Alexis Kaitlyn Marone
Lindsey Victoria Marshall
Nathalie Martinez Betancourt
Shania Sabu Mathew
Tahiria Marie Matos
Kayla Brianna Mazine
Morgan Lynn McCabe
Olivia Michelle Medina
Rosalind Medina Figueroa
Shanika Mercy
Brittney Morgan Millard
Jonathan Paul Miller
Victoria Lynn Miller
Kara Lynn Mineo
Leah Jane Mioc
** Hannah Mitchell
Nisha Mody
Jesus Eduardo Montilla
Natasha Leonor Morales
Liam Garrett Moran
Christine Morgan
Natalia Andrea Moya
Sean Michael Moyer
Tyler Jordan Murley
Jason Joseph Murphy
Taylor Nicole Muscato
Jania Marie Myers
Humberto Jake Navarro
Liliana Beatriz Navarro
Faith Mukonyo Ndeti
Christopher Nelzy
Anh Mai Nguyen
Jessica Ann Nguyen
Tina Chi Nguyen
Monica Nicola
Kaylan Marie Nieto
Chika Nwadiogo Obi
Ogechukwu Anulika Obi
Erylyn Cristy Abejaj Oddongan
Solangne Almonds Oliveira
Blake Patrick O’Neal
Jetzel Jadiel Ortiz
Yuliana Ortiz Gonzalez
Fedline Dorothy Oscar
Alexandra Daniela Pacheco
Nicole Vanessa Pacheco
Mikayla Jade Page
Caroline Bourgy Papadakis
Justin Blake Parra
Kavieta Patram
Sherlande Pavlus
Danielle Marie Pellett
Stephanie Emilia Pena
Danilo Perdomo
Anna Marie Perez-Trepichio
Emma Persaud

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Marie Elizabeth Peterson
Randy Hoang Pham
Triet Minh Pham
Uyen Nhu Pham
Mardochee L. Philemon
Stanely Phillip Pierre
Megan Jenna Plaugher
John Michael Portal
Cheyenne Victoria Porter
Amy Nicole Powers
Madeleine Maria Prieto
Kellybeth Ramirez
** Laura Daniela Ramirez
Cody Scott Redfern
Michael Denis Reen
Chantelle Latanya Reid
Ashley Michelle Reith
Taylor Nicole Rosalie Rembert
Rodeline Sara Renelique
Gabriel Antonio Reynoso
Garett Jack Rickert
Eric Lee Riffard
Brandi Lynn Roach
Alejandra Xiomara Robles
Michael Paul Roca
Juan Pablo Rodriguez
Vanessa Lizeth Rodriguez
Stephanie Ivette Rodriguez Ahedo
Gretel Rodriguez Garcia
Cameron John Rolph
Lexandrea Michelle Romain
Karen Melissa Romero
Aura Isabel Romero Urbano
Andrea Rossetti
Tiffany Marie Rowe
* Eddie Eugene Rutledge, Jr.
  Wisdom Paige Ryan
  Elizabeth Lang Ryder
  Stephanie Safonts
  Anais Sagas
  Adair Maria Sanchez
  Lucy Sanchez
*** Mirriam Jebet Sang
  Chelsea Nicole Schroder
  William Christopher Scott
  Marisa Grace Severson
  Kiran Naeem Shaikh
  Justin Paul Shapiro
  Evangeline Rose Shay
*** Ambareen Sheikh
  Haley Alyssa Shinn
  Yvonne Sidawi
  ** Imaan Siddiqui
Rukhsar Siddiqui
Riley Nicole Smith
Taylor Anne Smith
Jorge Daniel Soares
Deneise Elizabeth Soltan
Elba Nydia Sosa
Osmagly Stephanie Suarez
*** Ashley Kristinia Sukhu
Haaris Ali Syed
Stephanie Marie Tamayo
* Jesse A. Tatum
Sabrina Diana Taucan
Savannah Alexis Teleszky
Gina Victoria Tenore
Andre Maurice Thomas
Edgar Stone Thompson
Melissa Tisnes
Ta’Niesha Chantel Toler
Jennifer Katherine Tolle
Priscilla Beatriz Torres
Andrew Dai Tran
Phong Nguyen Tran
Jessica Trieu
Tiffany Rosalia Troia
Jennifer My Truong
Eng Le Ung
Uyen Tammy Van
Warren Drew Vega
* Lance Percival Velasco
  Ashmeel Versa
  Hannah Louise Via
  Natasha Fernandes Vieira
  Yesenia Vinegas
  Kyrstin Latrese Walker
  Ryan Norman Walker, Jr.
  Kelli Anne Wall
* Julia Kiersten Wallrich
  Joshua Robert Wauchope
  Rutley King White, Jr.
  Wesley Hayes Wilson
  Joseph Donald Wirth
  Katie Lynn Wong
* Rebecca Leanne Wood
  Jared Ashton Wright
  Sherah Keneisha Xavier
  Patricia Yordan Santiago
  Brandon Augustus Young
  Joshua Alexander Zajdel
* Natalie Rose Zayas-Cruz
  Krystyna A. Zoghib
  Mohammed Ibrahim Zoobi
  Manuela Zuluaga Garcia

Sport and Exercise Science BS
* Davong David Phrathep

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching
Rafael Antonio Acevedo
Adam Michael Albert
Andrea Ayala
Gabriella Adriana Carrion
Cody Mitchell Chasteen
Christopher Thurman Cooper
Colin Nathanael Cyrus
Sarah Marie Frangoul
Hayden Neil Hoevenaar
* Jonathan Andrew Kmetz
  Joseph James Richard Mroz
  Karyssa Aurelia Nixon
  Matthew Ryan Perry
  Isaac Allen Radcliffe
  Casey Jordan Raines
  Kemanie Olando Samuels
  Devonte Leatos Shackleford
  Michael Jimmie Taylor
  Adrian Mychal Whyte
  Tyler Wilson Wilson

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Community Sport and Fitness
Leah Adele Moss

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human Performance
** Ismael Aponte
* Nadia Denae Aranas
  Giovanni Aravena
  Theodore William Baker II
  Francisco Raphual Balaguer III
  Brendan Hunter Barnes
  Aren Reyes Biala
  Grant Charles Bock
* Megan Elizabeth Bodden
  Ray Brandon Bosa
  Diamond Sierra Bouyer
  Dionne Cicely Bouyer
  Katelyn Mackenzie Britton
  Steven Philip Brykailo
  Chloe Julia Callahan
  Scott Douglas Cassell
  Denise Chavarro
  Andrew Chea
  Vanessa Marie Collazo
  Miranda N. Corbin
  Shamaree Elizabeth Cornett

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Alejandra Paz Corvalan Nunez
Noueille Louise Crist
Colin David Cronin
Juan Jose Cruz
Ricky Eugene Curry II
Brad Michael Daniels
Adrian Emmanuel Del Toro
Martin Alejandro Diaz-Rios
Heather Cheyenne Dortch
Daniel Philip Dressler
Matthew Thomas Farley
Joey-Marcus Fitzgerald
Gladimy Feurejuste
Mariana Franco Sanchez
Giovanni D. Francois
Noelle Valerie Fraser
Maximillian Charles Fuller
Mario Gallo
Rae-anna Lynn Garner
Marovani Yanique Gayle
Jordan Nicole Gentile
James Patrick Scott Goff
Adrian Gordon
Haley Lauren Graves
Madison Jayne Gregor
Zachary Charles Groff
Nicholena Louise Hamilton
Bruce Lamont Harris, Jr.
Kyle Robert Helmstetter
Dallas Maria Hull
Matthew Adam Jackson
Steevens Jean
James Efrem Jennings II
Earnest Aaron Johnson, Jr.
Dione Sherrie Jones

***
Emerald Sabrina Jorge
Kevin Owen Landress
Jean-Paul Lopez
Jordan Phillip Lowery
Zoah Anne MacFarland
Aaron Ross Maller
Devlin Reed Marder
Kaitlyn Paulene Martin
Jeffrey M. Mastroianni
Cara Jane McCurdy
* Craig Charles McDaniel
Marina Danyale Meinert
Isaac Sean Mercado
Steven Kyle Mills
Gabriel John Mora
Tu Nguyen
Shelby Jane O’Brien

Stefanie Edith Orbea
Matthew Aaron Patterson
Lawrence Tyler Phelps
Jean Wilkerson Pierre
Patrick Terrence Pineda
James Lee Raggio
Kevin Anthony Raghunan
Daniel Steven Rendon
Megan Dawn Reynolds
Tyler Boise Riggs
Joshua Roche
Zachary Don Rochette
Brandon Lee Roop
Jonathan Jerrold Rozier
Zena Basil Sagharchi
* Emily Elizabeth Schaul
Taylor Davis Schiel
Christina Ashlee Smith
Jeremy Michael Smith
Joshua Lowell Smith
Roger F. Smith III
Gary L. Spencer
Kemone Stringfield
Joshua David Taft
Fabiola Latanya Thomas
Gerard Junior Toussaint
Hannah Leigh Vasterling
Manuela Velez
Matthew Joseph Vespucci
Joseph William Walker
Kathryn Joy Walter
Renee Marie Wareham
Jacob Dale Weaver
Kalie Nicole West
Michael Anthony Wilflert
Christopher Jamaal Williams
Joseph William Wittman
Jaquel Herlevia Woods
Reynos Morgan Zakari
Aleksandar Ziza

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW

Kseniya A. Cherepina
Jessica Aryn Garmizo
Tiffany Marie Irizarry
Screnvy Renee Long
Craig Elliott Moser
Sarkis Joel Olivencia
Stephanie Santiago-Vargas
Michela Marie Scollo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS

Roberto Abad
Kelli Meredith Adams
* Evan Robert Adler
Yvens Alerte
Iyad Al-Hazzouri
Tina Hayder Alkhazali
Bayan Osama Allaz
Luigi A. Alvarez
Mueez Oladapo Amoo
Garret Matthew Anderson
Courtney Alexandra Astore
Tahoor Humayun Ateeq
Ramon Eduardo Atencio
Abigail Nicole Axenfeld
Zarina Marie Guevarra Balde
Erick Manuel Bardalez
Andrew John Benkert
Wilhelm Kristian Berger IV
Joshua Neal Bernard
Paula Andrea Blanco, Jr.
Kiana Victoria Boodram
Lorenzo Edgardo Bosque
Nickolas Dominic Ottey Bowen
Brianna Bran
Tynan Anthony Branch
Diana Lucia Bueno
Steve Santiago Builes
Lyle K. Burkhartd
Aaron Stephan Cadet
* Aljanne Genevieve Cadet
Brandon Tyler Campbell
Jada-Lee Abigail Campbell
Michael Fitzarthur Campbell
Madye De Jesus Campo
Lai Thi Xuan Cao
Olivia Rose Carbone
Jason Jaime Celleri
Gabriela Claudio Santiago
Denisha Colin
Sierra McKinstry Condo
Andrew Christopher Cortes
Matthew David Cowras
Ruben Alexander Culebro
Abolarin Otionioluwa Dada
Hope Victory Daskalakis
Bradley Demosthene
Mercedes Elizabeth Derkman
Osama Ziad El Aryan
Christelle Julie Eliacin
Alexander Miguel Eljaiek
Nathan Dakota Faris
Adam James Farmer
Emily Ann Fernandez-Cuervo
Carolina Flores
Stephen Robert Frame
Crystal Estee Gonzalez
Benjamin James Gordon
Stephanie Marie Gravett
Fletcher Robert Grussing
Danny Guillon
Casey Guerin Hart
Ahsan Abbas Hashmi
* Jaime T. Hawat
Juliette Valery Hernandez
Daniel James Hinton
Shelby Lynn Hophan
Chanelle Lanie Boyce Hunter
Viet Le Huynh
Devin Sana Inthavongs
Heather Marie Issa
Andrienne Caché Johnson
Shane Alan Jones
Sarah Thomas Kampiyil
Sammy Moustafa Katerji
Robert B. Katims, Jr.
Senait Ghebreul Kifle
Brianna N. King
Ashley Shannon Klein
Ryan Alexander Kugelman
Tajinbh Tzarha Lamour
Michael Eric Lazarchik
Shannon Blaise Leighton
Sebastian Leon
Joshua James Lim
Bryan Alfred Lopez-Duenas
Cameron Paul Loric
Yva Kareti Luc
Ricardo Antonio Luna
Emma Velma Marlin
Jennifer Lee Marte Jimenez
Marc Andrew Martinez
Nashley Michelle Martinez
Rachel Elizabeth Matson
Hannah Louise Mays
Amber Nicole Miller
Jacob Anthony Miller
Mark Daniel Miller
*** Shahd Mohamed
Anna Montour
Alan Morales
Luisa Fernanda Moreno
Maria Teresa Moreno
Roseanna Alexandria Murray
Abdel-Rahman Najih Naser
Abed Elrahman Saleh Naser
Kevin Emilio Nelson, Jr.
Megan Phuong-Vy Nguyen
Tina Hieu Nguyen
Victoria Ngoc Thao Nguyen
Thais Gallo Nisenaum
Ivan A. Nunez Aspiazu
Rashel Francis Oramas
Vincent Paul Ortega
Nelson Jose Pagani Leon
Keisha Natoya Persaud
Ryan Khanh Phamguyen
Hermanic Pierre-Noel
Kurt Daniel Prat
Angalina Rachel Quinones
Oscar Salud Ramos
Renzo Ramos
Saara Rasool
Taha Faiz Rasul
Jacob Duncan Ray
Tyler Nicholas Regelmann
Devan Paul Reiss
Brandie Lee Renart
Tyler Reginald Rigaud
Elizabeth Sophia Risi
Alyssa Mari Rodriguez
Kelly Myers Rosch
Andrea Rossetti
Allan Jesus Rubio
Beatriz Ruiz De Gamboa De Faria
Dorhine Saint-Hilaire
Adam Jacob Samuel
Ashlyn Marie Sanchez
Janna Seto
Catalina Marie Shalaby
Natalie Amber Silva
* Sara Oliveira Sims
Iman Marie Squires
Darin Michael Stevens
*** Timothy Jordan Subrahmanyan
Nikhaar Surti
Whitney Lynn Sylvia
Carolyn-Marie Symonette
Kelvin Joseph Thomas
Nubian Lilouette Todd
* Adrian Angel Torres
Mary Jane Tutzarakis
Paul Tyagi, Jr.
Shellyann Christina Tyrell
Uyen Hoai Thi Van
Cynthia S. Wakim
College of Medicine

Emily Amanda Wilson
Elaina Victoria Wong-Serrano
* Troy Alexander Wubker
Khloe Katharine Ziff

Biotechnology BS
Courtney Alexandra Astore
Tahoorah Humayun Ateeq
Lydia Esther Borah
Jesse Gabrielle Clark
Danielle Relea Curtis
Nhat Trung Duong, Jr.
Fletcher Robert Grussing
John Daniel Heiland
* Nicolas Daniel Moya
Keith Carroll Taylor
Casey Alexander Thomas
Gregory P. Thompson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN
Naisha Angie Brice
Lineda Alexis Cereste
Huguette Regis Dorman
Nathalie Escobar
Allison Lori Fenton
Rebekah Marie Jones
Kerri Ann Kelley
Marlon James Rogers
Melissa Kim Shaffer
Adrian Culata Villamor

Nursing RN (BSN)
Jazmine Chanel Ackerman
Joy Amy Adams
Andrea Cérisse Adkins
Shameem Feroz Ajani
Kristine Alcantara
Sabrina Marie Andersen
Christian Ivan Arevalo
Melita Rosemarie Bailey
Philip Michael Baranuk
Natalie Ann Barnes
Stephanie Roshnie Bhoja
Alexandra Natalee Blanco
Andrea Leigh Boyle
Dina Marie Bransfield
Lindsey Adele Brennan
Mackenzie L. Brennan
Kaitlyn Marie Burke
Brittany Leigh Callahan
Deyaneira Wendylen Camacho-Perez
Lizette Soto Carapellucci
Kaitlyn Nicole Carmona
Nia Ashley Carr
Eduardo Joel Carrasquillo
Kayla Christine Castro
Jodi-Ann Elizabeth Cole
Joseph Bartley Collerd
Daniel Rider Cronin
Katie Brianna Czajkowski
Kayla Rene Davis
Alexis Ramirez Del Fonzo
Andres Delgado
Salsa Sachin Deshmukh
Azra Zakir Dhanji
Michelle Rose DiPrizio
Sandra Marie Dixon
Kaitlin Marie Donohue

Deshia Chaunae Duhart
Karla Mariel Esperanza-Arroyo
Stephanie Fayaz
Gina Nicole Figueroa
Kali Lynn Foster
Hanna Kristen Francis
Janel Kathleen Frederick
Jenna Lee French
Saprina Renee Gaines
Katelyn Dona Garrett
Crystal Nicole Ghomashi
Damien Timothy Gokool
Mariah Josephine Greene
Gregory K. Griffin
Kylee Brooke Grizzle
Cassidy Lee Hall
Valerie Josephine Hartje
Holly R. Hayes
Tunya Lynn Hendrickson
Hailey Elizabeth Hernandez
Hadiya Hussainali Hussaini
Shannon Louise Irwin
Jennifer Elisabeth Isnardi
Melissa Nicole Izzo
Anna G. Javellana
Kenneth Jerry
Claire Catherine Johnson
Ryan Kurtis Leatherman
Michelle Grace Leonardo
Kassady Lee Loberg
Alexa Rene Lopez
Demetra Ann Mangiarelli
Jessica Marie Martinez
Patricia Christine Maul
Kaitlin Monica McGavock
Sheila Dillon Mead
Lalia Maribel Miguel
Stacey Crystal Miller
Rachel Nicole Mitchell
Benjamin Garrett Moorhead
Michelle Patricia Munby
Stephanie Barbara Nadeau
Rheannin Jazmine Nelson
Van Thanh Nguyen
Aaron Joshua Norman
Gabriela Giselle Ocasio Bultron
Katelyn Marie Pacocha
Mary Elizabeth Pampalone
Lyndsey Alexandra Parker
Rachael Lauren Pearce
Veda Marie Pelton
Camille Lourie Perdue
Claudia Jacqueline Perez
Duren Suruj Persaud
Elizabeth Rose Pesch
Giovanni Uyen Pham
Jordan Taylor Priddy
Jasmin Sumara Raja
Ashley Michelle Regnier
Chelsea Ann Richards
Clarissa Kaley Rhimes
Anthony Andrew Roque
Kimberly Ann Rose
Hannah Faith Rusher
Angelina Auelle Salloum
Thomas Daniel Sawyer
Samantha Alleyne Scouburgh
Rebecca Deborah Schramm
Nicole Heather Schultz
Carrie Lynn Shellabarger
Joannie Silva
Tessie Sisco
Olivia Ellen Smith
Chelsea Rae Snyder
Shelbiann Stephanie Spence
Hannah Lorraine Spencer
Emmanuela St Fleur
Shandi A. Storr
Brianna Elizabeth Taylor
Destiny Taishaura Taylor
Lucy Hilda Muthoni Theuri
Paul Ryan Thiemann
Summer Lynne Thomas
Cheyenne Marie Timmerman
Shelby Lee Tomko
Heather Kristine Tucker
Tristan Markus Turki
Brittany Gail Waldron
Nicole Shawnte Walker
Monica Denise Washington
Michael Alan Weitmann
Kayla Marie Wilson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Optics and Photonics

*Bachelor of Science in
Photonic Science and
Engineering*

Photonic Science and Engineering BS

  Jared Kristofor Cozart
  ** Kevin Scott Gaj
  Menashe Katzav Mordachai
  * Samuel Tierso Nunez
  *** Caleb Eric Stephan

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Sarah Elizabeth Abdul
Ashley Marie Albers
Brendon Troy Ankiam
Maria Camila Ardila
Tina Ashour
* Domenica Ay cart
Chandler Nicole Bazemore
Tiffany Tamlyn Boodhoo
Alexandra Rain Canario
Briana Nicole Cardenas
Laura Castillo Restrepo
Kelsie Rae Chartier
Leah Ashley Davenport
Antonio De Soto
Carolina Elizabeth Delgado
Daniel S. Diab
Ashley Brooke Diaz
Cheyenne Taylor Fahy
Claudia Michelle Flaque r
Taylar Marie Freitag
Alexandra Lee Frost
Armani Rey Gil
Elisa Cristal Gonell
Laura Camila Gonzalez
Ashleen Vanessa Gutierrez
Kevin Jacob Hanlon
Amber Madrid Hastings
Allie Doran Ingram
Grant Travis Scott Keitfler
Mary Cressend Lambert
* Caitlin Rose Lancaster
Kenneth William Landis
Jaffry Laplante
Kryston Elizabeth Leston
* Julia Madnick
Anastazja Helena Mankowski
Stephania Markowicz
Abeni Raziya Pasua Matthews
Matthew Mayorga
Mallory Nicole McGourley
Lauren Beth Melendez
Mairlyn Maria Mendoza
Mallory Lea Miller
Cynthia Marie Minervini
Ari Travon Monroe
Jessica Nichole Moore
Megan Lee Nettles
* Kelsey Elizabeth Oliveira
Victoria Violante Passagio
Delaney Elizabeth Pinder
Jacob Timothy Pirlo
Lara Zainab Gonzales Rawson
Tashea Jeanelle Richards
Randi Lynn Rioux
Angela Marina Roman
*** Leah Anne Santiago Peterson
Joseph John Sardone
Lauren Nicole Semenas
Shannon Danielle Shewbrooks
Savannah Nicole Silliman
Beatriz Horta Silva
Jordan Alexander Solomon
Aaron Ruben Vainrub Bimblich
Julissa Valiente
Lauren Allison Valle
* Samantha Lee Warren
Victoria Elise Zelner

Anthropology BA

Jayme Zack Bean
Brooke Jessica Bowyer
Helena Grace Carey
Ashley Collazo
Lauren Ashley Connolly
Elizabeth Kirby Crager
Sarah Dayton Donovan
Karen Michelle Gonzalez-Alvarez
Hannah Kingston Harrigan
Kiera Anne Harvell
Kaori Suzanna Hubbard
Navin Keeshan
Bronson Thanh Lam
Justin Edward Malcolm
Colter Barton Marcus
Kelley Mayer
Ashley Marie McBroom
Elizabeth Nicole Minott
Marlan Mirza
Marla Nolazco Andrade
Chris Kane Oliver
* Hannah Danielle Pytleski
Shaleigh Adalie Rivera
* Alexis Paige Russell
Megan Alyssa Sarmento
Victoria Self
Kristopher Joe Strzeszynski
Samantha Demetra Vitoratos
Communication and Conflict BA

Nicole Bedward
Philesha Antonia Bennett
Jessica Ann Bonner
Ly Kim Dau
Julia Delacadena
Megan Kimberly Donawa
Rachael Anna Governor
Tracy Guervil
Michelle Jion
Madison Carnevale Martina
Lizandra S. Montero
Corina Eugenia Parisca
Adelaida Reyes
Alexis Madison Rivera
Frank P. Sagliano
Nicole Tina Sanchez
Deidra Sinclair
Breanna Mchelle Strickland

Human Communication BA

Jessica Ann Abi-Khalil
Ashley Marie Alvarado
Isabella Amoroso
Philip Allen Anderson
Arelys Basilia Arias-Rodriguez
Jeffrey Ozell Bailey
Jody Bellamy
Chelsea Blackmon
Louis Carmello Buca
Raymond Anthony Burks
Adlin Magally Cabrera
Christina Nicole Capobianco
Amber Victoria Carlin
Caroline Elizabeth Carnes
Chelsea Lauren Cedeno
** Emily Alana Charnazon
* Sara Rachel Charnizon
Chauncey Lizlyn Chavis
Nancy Cifuentes
Victoria Kaitlyn Clark
Jennifer Leigh Clutts
Ebone Sharmane Crear
Jessica Dacosta
Robert Jonathan Dean, Jr.
Sarah Alexandra Del Villar
Cynthia Escorcia
Dharmonithe Daverose Evra
Patrick Michael Farrell
Abigail Jean Faust
Immanuel Dyer Ferron
Ivan Angel Figueiroa

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Andrew James Folsom
Mateo Galan
Benjamin Isaiah Geier
Azure Marie Golobiewski
Andres Gomez
Pamela Gonzalez
Grace Lee Gore
Adam Jason Grimes
Aileen Damaris Guzman
Nailah Zakiya Hamilton
Christian Joseph Hernandez
Luis Alberto Herrera
Nicholas Joseph Hogg
Rachel Mary Louise Jacobs
Aaliyah Ingrid James
Michael Alex De Mesa Janda
Martha Isabel Juarez
Eletheria Kefalidis
Madison Rae Knoedler
Aida Krafess
Zachary Kenneth Kuiper
Joshua Christian Lamb
Dontavious Laquez Lewis
Jhalesa Lewis
Brittany Elise Little
Jenny Lo
Johnson Louis
Joquebed Louis
Murphy Marie MacKenzie
Richyndye Fabienne Muraccin Maurice
Madeline Claire McCormick
Madison Anna McNally
Juan David Medina
Sabrina Mirabent
Giorgy Carolina Molano
Katherine Elizabeth Moran
Stella Elizabeth Moran-Strouse
Carlisha Antwana Murray
Danielle Rae Neeld
Adriana Jelica Nelson
Karina Chante Nelson
Lauren Emily Nemeroff
Kimberly Ann Neuman
** Chloe Marie Pappas
Jennifer Ann Pardillo
Angelica M. Parrales
Jodi Lauren Pierce
Melanie E. Podrez
Maggie Ann Prendergast
Jeshmarie Michelle Ramos
** Sissy Betsabe Rengifo
Hayley M. Rice
Dinae Ricketts

Luis Alejandro Rivera
Maria Alejandra Salas
Samantha Andrei Saldias
Kristopher Aaron Sanchez
Paul Noble Schmidt
Hannah Mary Schneider
Meghan Nichole Schneider
Brittney Nicole Sears
Kiara Michelle Serrano
Zachery Anthony Seymour
John Michael Shutowick, Jr.
Vincinus Rissi Squara
Lexus Diane Smith Hale
Mytho St Victor
Taylor Christian Stafford
Amber Grace Steward
Lauren Alice Tolley
Connor Dominick Urban
Danielle Marie Valentino
Raqel Ezebaide Villagran
Kali Mika Walker
Morris Payne Webb IV
Jennifer Risible West

International and Global Studies BA
Faiza Begani
Mason Davis Corallo
Louella Evelyn Downs
Gabriel Ferreras
Ethan Ryan Gershater
Jessica Marisa Lago
Marc Albert Levesque
Stephanie Alexandra Melendez
Valeria Nieves Martinez
Michael Anthony Norton
Emilie Charlotte Ridley
Djelia Toure

Interpersonal/Organizational Communication BA
George Paul Rutsamuka

Journalism BA
Natalia Baqueiro
Steven John Barnhart
Kristin Alexis James

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism
Emily Rose Anderson
Cassidy Joanne Delamarter
Kennedi Leigh Holder
Olivia Ronell Parsons
* Alexander William Storer
Raymiya Chairsea Thicklin

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism
Cidney Elizabeth Bachert
Michelle Marie Barascout
Layla Anne Ferris
Alexis Laitrease George
Natalie Marie Monzon
Paola Desiree Perez
Beza Silesih
Ryan Nicholas Weiss

Political Science BA
Jason Richard Arndt
Cameron Drew Creque

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy
Brandy Alexandra Allen
***
Blake Harold Altman
Daniel James Antonaccio
Jacob Lee Ballard
Michael Chase Banks
Scott James Cheadle
Omar Coss
Isabella Joy Davis
Thomas George Fadul III
Brett Cameron Feller
Haley Nicole Fisher
Alexia Drew Harkley
Victoria Michelle Hewett
Jason Henry Kleinberger
Kyle Allen Kromraj
Marcos Diego Marrero
Brett Thomas Maxson
Andrea Azucena Morales
Patricia Murta De Vilhena
Kirk Riley Osburn
John Aduragbemi Oyinlola
Andrew Joseph Patricio
* Raven Elena Polanco
Katrina Allyce Rodriguez
Joseph Cale Swiderski
Keith Carroll Taylor
David Sebastian Zeballos

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics
Shamsudden Mohammed Amin
Miranda Jo Augustine
Ryan A. Barhoush
Nour Elhouda Belokda
David Benjamen Block
Pamela Canepa
Brandon Riley Cash Fanshaw
Clifford William Joseph Culhan
Jessica Dalmau
Noah Jacob Darmata
Amal Eldakir
Carter Kimball Hale
Paola Maria Hernandez-Ortiz
Rana Ashraf Ismail
Christopher Irby Jallah, Jr.
Garett Patrick Kelly
Ahmad Kouaitli
Ela Magali Krebs
Luke Martin
Caleb William McLarty
Jesse Hunter Meadow
Bradley Alex Mendolla
Trevor Brandon Norell
Christelle Flauri Nozime
Austin Luke Palmer
Joseph Ryan Pivacco
Annastasia Poitier
Parisa Meghan Pournalifazel
Brian Michael Press
Liam Edwin Rodrigues
Samuel Steven Schiffer
Alyssa Marie Sutton
Jon Wayne Troepner II
Daryl Francisco Urbina
Korrah Lloren Williams
* Katherine Kelly Wolff

Political Science BA-Psychology
Francesca Anastasia Bacigalupi
Mounen Sayed Badawi
Ariella Ashley Basdeo
Ryan Solar Berg
Juan C. Bermudez
Tatiana Cariani
Ambar Colon Gorcea
Selene Cruz Barrios
Connor Matthew DeFrees
Alexandra Caridad Del Valle
* Philip Michael DiSpirito

* denotes Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Louenda Villasseau
Aleisha Shelecia Waddell
Ashley Nichole Wilson

Bachelor of Science

Biology BS
Heidi Rose Alexander
Meredith Lindsay Bacci
Soﬁa Nicole Bahri
Daniel Lawrence Bonsignore
Marial Patience Butler
Ariana Ondra Chang
Nicholas Michael Cooke
Sara Lynn Davidson
Aluna Delarosa
Kyndle Shae Dennis
Jillian Elise Devaney
Genesis Victoria Diaz
Amber Leigh Erskine
* Angeles Altagarcia Garcia
* Amber Cheyenne Garvey
* Stephanie Girald
Kimberly Dawn Giulvezan
Jackson Christopher Glomb
Dakota Jean Homa
Melissa Joy Imperial
Irellyn Madison Jensen
* Rachael Anna Kane
Olivia K. Lineberry
Daniela Martinez
Cynthia Maza Perez
Richard Christos McDowell
Elizabirh Melendez
Rebecca Merissaint
Annsophia Fredline Mompoint
Vaneesa Ali Mukhtar
Nicholas Ian Nelson
* Teresa-Anh Phuong Nguyen
Peter Jordan Oliver
Ke’Taira Alexis Phillips
*** Mason Andrew Reinhart
David Rodriguez
Michelle B. Rodriguez
Brittney Ann Scheller
Victoria Mackenzie Tackett
Laurence Valerie Tristant
Yarianni Neolith Vargas
Devin Cheyenne Vargo
Kristine Vu
Morgin Rianne Wheeler

Tristan Frederick Whittaker
Guerby Williamcaeu
Brandon Keith Wilson

Biology BS-Ecology, Evolutionary and Conservation Biology
Abigail Hope Biskach

Biology BS-General Biology
Emily Anne Bolger
Stephanie Nicole Brown
Michelle Dominguez
Monique Alyssa Douglas
Valique Fachira Freeman
* Stephanie Amber Herrera
Heidi Elaine Himmershitz
* Bryan Alayo Jimenez
Irene Lam
Francesco Leverone
Elisabeth Lopez
Michael Daniel Martinez
Nicole Moceri
Allysa Lynn Molina
Carol Nguyen
Jeffrey Minh Nguyen
Elton Lima Oliveira
Bradley Scott Paton
Neselie Mary Pesante
Jayde Nicole Reid
Rayne Brenna Sabatello
John Tyler Sauls
Michael Dylan Sturdivant
David Alberto Surio
Alexis Shae Weathers

Biology BS-Marine and Aquatic Biology
Mitchell Martin Meads
Megan Marie Robbins
Sophie Lee Wild

Biology BS-Plant Sciences
Jessica Jean Jowais

Biology BS-Pre-Health Professional Biology
Dustin Louis Banaghan
Dwayne Montred Burton, Jr.
Hannan Hussain
Juan Marcos Matos, Jr.
William Mattaldi Morris
Jonaidea Liz Negron
Nicolas Ramirez
Salena Quynh Tran

Biology BS-Zoology and Pre-Veterinarian Science
Amanda Marie Bott
Amy Nicole Devilbiss
Juliana Reynoso

Chemistry BS
** Andrea Stephanie Banes-Monard
Christopher Castro Maymi
Taylor Marie Currie
Taylor Donnel Eastlack
Angelica Joy Susan Elsen
Christina Marie Kokoszka
Brian Shawn Letang
Steve Lloyd Lindsay
Anya Aleksandrovna Martin
Kwanne Nkumah Meares
Timur Musiev
DangQuang H. Nguyen
Anthony Albert Schropp
Vanessa Maria Simmons
Caterina Raphaelia Vadell
Ankai Wang
Brett Thomas Young

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry
Ryan Joseph Sapia

Forensic Science BS-Analisis
Kebreyona Michelle Acker
Macedonia Vila Andrews
Brandon Michael Hokenson
Lisa Daniela Iglesias

Forensic Science BS-Biochemistry
Desiree Jane Becher
Teiha Shani Lionel
Kati Briana Ward

Forensic Science BS-Chemistry
Indra Sabrina Basant
Ashley Samantha Nicole de Haas
Vanessa Desouza
Raynecia Deandra Keith
Ivy Elizabeth Smith

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Mathematics BS-Computational
Lauren Alicia Hastings  
* Sean Michael Rivaud

Mathematics BS-Engineering/Physics
Lanie Janina Brooke Greer

Mathematics BS-General Concentration
Andrew Perry Cooper  
Richard Philip DiBacco  
Cameron Shea Douglas  
Sarah Jeanne Francis  
Colton Scott Glasscock  
Canute Rockne Jacobsen  
Natalie Jessenia Lopez  
Joseph Enrique Maglioire  
Timothy Andrew Michaud  
Joseph Frank Molfetto  
Jeremy Henri Ponsot  
Corey Andrew Prachniak  
Gerard Michael Rasch  
Michael Angelo Sammarco

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Economics
** Alexander Dylan Creecy

Physics BS
Adrian Avery Arnette  
Arnold Juan Bannar  
Brian Carmona Ferrari  
Sunny Maulik Patel

Psychology BS
Said Abulhuson-Jawhari  
Kassandra Lee Agosto  
Quens Burdley Alce  
Nafeeza Ali  
Jennifer Alicia-Lopez  
Fritzanna Tekiya Alize  
Katherine Grace Allen  
Eleana Jinelle Alvarez  
Januel Ihan Alvarez  
Audrey Marina Amarr  
Samantha Rose Aniano  
Larissa Araujo De Menezes  
Patricio Andres Aridiles  
Angela Maria Arimune  
Brittany Paige Armstrong  
Michele Lyn Arsenault  
Michelle Jasmine Aviles  
Lucy Edith Baca  
Esmeralda Roxanna Baez  
Jennifer Luciene Baez  
Alexandra Marie Baker  
Jaclyn Nicole Baldwin  
Jessica Marie Barnes  
Rafael de Pary Baroni  
Robbi-Gail Batura  
Mary Katherine Baumbach  
Hayley Michele Beal  
*** Laura M. Bednark  
Kaylan Darlene Bell  
Megan Nicole Bellstedt  
Carly Jean Bender  
Sara Ann Bennett  
Carmella Bertino  
Madison Leigh Bessette  
Jaeda Renee Beverly  
Bianca Nicole Bibi  
Victoria Ana Blankenship  
Silva Ann Blood  
Alexandra Bonilla  
Bette Jane Botta  
Brandon David Boyd  
Savannah Lee Bradley  
Katherine Elizabeth Brandli  
Cassie Faith Brewer  
Rachel Kathleen Bridewell  
Deja Dolphin Brown  
Nicole Sherryann Brown  
Rochelle Romae Brown  
Vicayla Shantori Brown  
Michael Joseph Brown-Jones  
Desiree Myah Bryant  
Shaunteasia Unique Buckner  
** Sol Camilla Bukin  
Juan Carlos Burgos  
* Alexis Paige Burn  
Veronica Elaine Calhoun  
* Valentina Eugenia Calla  
Taise David Camargo  
Yazmin Elizabeth Campusan  
Glamadays Cardona  
Sherwin Ludgina Carmant  
Brook Amber Carter  
Jaime Virginia Case  
Daniela Castellanco  
Angelica Maria Castro  
Brianna Kaitlyn Ceto  
Latasha J. Cherry  
*** Nicole Georgina Cianciolo  
*** Hilario Joel Cipriano  
Brian Nigel Clarke  
Dolores Ann Cline  
Jamie Rose Clinton  
Shauna Denise Cob  
James Alexander Cobban  
Kayla Coca  
Cody Alan Cochran  
Chelsea Marie Coggins  
Aaliyah Ravonne’ Cole  
Savannah Elise Cole  
Olivia Paige Collazo  
Nicholas Brett Colon  
Tannia Jakeline Colon  
Velsaida Maria Colon  
Michellene Kyara Coreano  
Daniella Andrea Correa  
Chad Michael Crandall  
Niamh Creasey  
Jaiileen Marie Cruz  
*** Kristal Nicole Cruz  
Christopher Michael Culhane  
Jeremy Sean Curry  
Taylor Marie Dalrymple  
Sarah Christine Danals  
Mariela Teresa De Pena  
Charlene Marie DeGi  
Antonio R. Deleon, Jr.  
Jose Luis Diaz III  
* Tiana Maria Diaz  
Nomary Ivette Diaz Benitez  
Samuel Thomas Dickens III  
* Tanya Jeanelle Digiacomo  
Mariella May Diorio  
Michelle Rose DiPrixio  
Narcole Doileyres  
John F. Donovan  
Dana Luma Dorvillier  
Saffire Dawn Dover  
Ashley Danielle Drayton  
Kristina Elisa Dunlap  
Antwoneique S. Dunning  
Jazmyne Dupree  
Kimberly A. Dupree  
Edeline Edmond  
Alyson Leigh Eliaison  
Nancy Kathryn Ellgton  
* Kaytlyn Elliott  
Sarah Elsherbeny  
Marianie Luz Encarnacion  
Spencer Aaron Estebanaz  
Ruth M. Estimable  
Kharis Ezeta  
Kristi Lee Fadden  
Stephanie Anne Fado

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Seher Sohail Faizi
Joseph Vincent Falk
Isabel Eufemia Falquez
Talya Glenn Feldman
Kaizamar Feliciano Gonzalez
Brooke Lauren Fenske
Brooke Colby Fenton
Alexandra C. Fernandez-Misle
Lynzie Haines Fess
Breanna Marie Flaherty
Tobias K S Fletcher
Mark Philip Fowler
Ashton Nicole Fransen
Kelly Michele Fullerton
Jennifer Jeness Fullwood
Amanda Marie Fuqua
Paola Galindez
Danielle Sarah Garcia
Nathasha Garcia
Jasmine A. Gargulak
* Joseph Patrick Gawne
Charleena Erica Gayle
Adesibi Evonne Gbadamosi
Jamia Michaela Tazzia Geddie
Rosenemtha Geffrard
Alexander Ryan Gill
Maylin Elysa Gillis
Samuel Thomas Gladyszewski
Jackie Suzanne Goldsberry
Suzette Gomez
Antonette Gonzales
Francesca Marie Gonzalez-Torres
Michael Patrick Gordon
Kimberly Rose Graue
Brandon David Green
Melissa Nicole Greenwood
Ryan Alexander Guevara
Regina Nicole Gumbs
Tiffany Alexandra Gushwa
Joanny Stophy Guzman
Ja’Vani Linae Haisley
*** Hiba Hajjiss
Casey Marie Harmon
Devon Elliott Harris
Sierra Mackenzie Harris
Troy Allen Harris II
Victoria Michelle Hart Rengel
Zili He
Megan Marie Heath
Byron Alexis Hernandez
Jazmine D. Hernandez
Jaime Herrera-Matias
Michelle Victoria Hey
Amanda Gray Hickman
** Brandy Nicole Hickman
Brooke Nicole High
Shamara Verchel Hill
Tomas Jun Anton Hill
Christopher John Hittman
Holly Ann Hofmeister
Bailee Michele Holland-Hill
David Jeffery Houston
Jaylen Omega Houston
Briana Marie Hurta
Xenia Anice Hykoski
Lara Leslie Ibarra
Nicole Iori
Logan Roberto Irizarry
Kaley Marie Israels
Kendall Taylor Iturrioz
Sabra Ann Ivaldi
Miryam Katia Janssen
Jeffrey Matthew Jendrzeczyk, Jr.
Claire Hope Jennings
Jorge Gabriel Jimenez Orsini
Sonja Jobanputra
Kaisha Zuriah Johnson
Michael Jahmal Johnson
Brenda Joseph
Stephanie Marie Joyce
Adam Joseph Justice
Haja Fatima Kamara
Justin Rutger Romeo Kamperveen
*** Meghan Ann Keeley
Clarissa Nicole Kellis
Artie Elaine Kilman
Tianna Megan Kitts
Jessica Joan Klee
Lauren Rachel Klein
*** Katelyn Michelle Klorer
Brooke Kimberly Knowles
Alicia Lyn Kolnicki
Swathi Gayathri Krishnan
Zachary Adam Kubis
Joy Kara Kunaneck
Andrea Nicole Lacaparra
Lindsey Rae Lane
Reginald Mark Lane, Jr.
Sara Elizabeth LaRose
Margaret Diane Leary
Jariedys Leon
Jonathan Luis Leon-Diaz
*** Sabrina Anne Leverett
Angela Jeanne Lloyd
Taylor Rae Loftus
Juan Jose Lopez
Tiffany Danielle Lopez
Shakeena Lubin
Paola Nicole Luigi
Hillary Maried Luna-Grajales
Jenell Raeann Lunn
Stephanie Louise Lutz
** Brittany Suzanne Macey
Lygia Anselmo Machado
Paul Albert A. Madrio
Jane Rebecca Magill
Prisca Malivert
Tatiana Isabel Manzanares
Nicholas Marchione
Hayley Adele Marino
Shenice N. Marrishow
Junisha T’Niqua Martin
Claudia Marcela Martinez
Kimberly Martinez
Rosimery Carvalho Martins
Joseph Masri
Aileen Mari Matos
Dianna Marie Maxwell
Amanda Ashley McDermott
Marissa Joy McNeil
Dieter Lenar Mejia
Kimberly Rae Mela
Lucia Liby Melendez-Saleh
Abigail Mendoza
Evelyn Mendoza
Steven Mendoza
Kiara Alyss Menendez
Luis Armando Menendez
Erica Marie Mesa
Cassie Lee Midecup
Keonna Victoria Milien
Taylor Lynn Miller
Megan Storm Millett
Laura-Lee Minutello
Alexander Thomas Miranda
* Brendan Christopher Monahan
Alyssa Adrianna Montanez
Matthew Lima Montmann
Mackenzie Carol Moore
Katherine Raquel Morales
Cassidy Rae Morgan
Deena Kristen Moyeen
*** Makaela Anitra Murphy
Meagan Elisabeth Muth
Jenna Anne Myers
David Michael Napolitoli
Emily Grace Neisinger
Katherine Serra Nichols
Eusebio Jose Novoa
College of Sciences

Olivia Rose Ojalvo
Marilin Oliveira
Vanessa Alicia Orta
Jairis Esther Ortega
Santiago Ortega
Hollianne Mercy Page
Claire Ruth Pardee
Limae Ghoudoussi Parkinson
Vernice Maria Parks
Jaime Lynn Patchell
Eleana Peña
Tavia Brittany Perdue
Isabel De La Caridad Perez
Maylieng Perez
Yamiris Ana Perez
Victoria Rose Perih
* Amanda Ashley Pettifer
Rebecca Lorraine Pharmer
Mercedes Marie Phillips
Samantha Maggie Placide
Timothy M. Polke
Clare Rose Polson-Hopple
Margaret Pohnya
Noris Aldo Presutti
Daniella Anne Prevost
Karina Maria Ramos
Jameria Lashay Reddick
Nicole Reus
Samanta Nicole Richard
Stephanie Marie Rincon
Kathy Stephany Rios
David Brandon Ritzmo
Shauna Ray Rittenhouse
Carolina Vanessa Rivera-Gray
Devon Jeffrey Robinson
Ginelle Ariel Robinson
Estefila Abigail Rodriguez
Rosa K. Rodriguez
Azul Rojas
Danay Alondra Roldan
Abigail Morgan Rose
*** Taylor Paige Rosenblat
Roxanne Alexandria Ross
Keven Tia Roustan
Diana Marie Rowin
Kelly Lynn Ryder
Lenah Odeh Sa’Ad
Renee Marie Sahatdjian
Hanan I. Salameh
Victorino Saldana, Jr.
Jessica Sanchez
Kimberly Sanchez
Nathan David Schroeder
Joshua Christopher Schwartz
Leah Elizabeth Seiler
Kristal Elizabeth Shaffer
Linsey Danielle Shelton
Patricia Elizabeth Sheridan
Sierra Michele Silva
Keelah Kyrie Simmons
Amelia Grace Smith
Brian James Smith
Chinnell Adel Smith
* Ethan Nigel Smith
Erica Elisa Sosa
Ashley Marie Soto
Jasmine Ann Soto
Ieshia Shantell Spencer
Cristina Theresa Spicoci
Brendan Michael Stallworth
Tyrone Standifer
Devin Bree Staton
Jacob David Stein
Jordana Nicole Stengel
Morgan Taylor Stepp
Natalie Rene Stianni
Abigail Margaret Striker
Kaile Nicole Stull
Robert Louis Sturm
Megan Allie Sullivan
Brian Joseph Summerhill
Bruce Mark Tanner, Jr.
Richard Daniel Tarnow
Dominic Angelo Tartaglia
Emily Nicole Techara
Gianna Rae Teneriello
Mili Bhupendra Thakkar
Callen Daniel Thom
Elaina Thorn
Rodrigo Andre Ticeran
Pamela Marie Tomaszewski
Rosalynda Maria Toribio
Natalia Toro
Amber Lynn Townsend
Taylor Jordan Townsend
Monica Trejo
Savannah Ann Tyre
Monique A. Underberger
Stephanie Marie Valdes
* Daniela Valencia
*** Lismari Valentin
Daniela M. Valerio
*** Carlos Julian Vasquez
* Stephanie Johan Vega Padilla
Greg Anthony Velazquez
Alexandra Nicole Ventura
Justin John Aaron Vercher
Daline Vincent
Loune Cendey Vincent
Haley Marie Viveiros
Monica Caryn Wacks
Kyle Jeffrey Welling
Ashley Devin Whitaker
Brandy Rachelle Wiers
Bethany Kaye Willett
Anestajia Elea Williams
Lorraine Angela Wilson
Amada Ann Wiltzius
Tiziana Woodcock
Douglas Gregory Woods
* Willow Amber Yakush
Ashley Genevieve Yeargin
Grace Ellen Yerkes
John Michael Yurok
Gabriel Antonio Zayas
Ying Zhao

Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology

Reyaz A. Ahmadi
Titina Leal Baitis
* Rebecca Brinklow-Vaughan
Brittany Michelle Buonconsglio
Katelyn Butta
Megan Ashley Cannoe
Colin Michael Clefie
Rachel Beth Commodoro
Jesse Albert DeLuca
Hyatt Aiman Gharib
Kamariah Rebrachak Hajner
Hayley Rebecca Lisi
*** Deborah Helena Madigan
Jennifer Paola Martinez de Pinillos
** Liat May
Melissa Ann McDevitt
Rebecca Rachelle Medor
Yolannie Gabrielle Morrison
Mayra Alexandra Nunez
Desiree Marie Olivo
Sierra Raquel Reed
Jaylen Lamar Rix
Joshua Kenneth Robinson
Reebha Sharma
Rachel Lauren Smith
Adam Clifford Granger Staton
Stephanie Ann Whitehead
Charmanika Williams

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Psychology BS-Human Factors Psychology
Max Dominguez

Psychology BS-Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Andres Felipe Acosta
Martha A. Dilullo
** Leian Farah
Kirsten Ann Hopgood
Jonathan David Lynch
Lisa Jeanne McIntyre

Psychology BS-Neuroscience
Monique Nicole Griffin
Rebecca Lynn Johnson
Susan Elizabeth Paiva
Shauna Minnie Ragbir
Brian Robert Sandkuhl
Nigel Kenyan James Schroeter
Sana Ahmed Shaikh
Olneandra L. Thompson
Ashley Devi Tiwari

Social Sciences BS
Kaitlin Renee Berrebi
Thorunn Tholl Egilsdottir
Danielle Rae Evans
Thomas John Freeman
Melissa Anne Gillis
Erica Marie Jimenez
Blanca Alicia Maldonado
** William Andrew Monroe
Erin Lee Parker
Sarah E. Pederson
Sarah Lynn Reames
John David Russo
Arooba Shahid
* Sara Kristin Todd
Ernslie Mica Ulysse

Sociology BS
Kristen Ann Barnett
Breana Paige Fasone
Sonia Carolina Jorge Morales

Statistics BS
** Alexander Dylan Creecy
Howard Warner Frye IV
Jacob Scott McPeek
Nathan Tanner Nicodemus
Darrel Figueroa Pedraza, Jr.
Minh Hong Phan
Tyler John Reback
Donald Joseph Rizzo
Maria Elena Ross
Allison Leigh Tislow
Tyler Aaron Zajac

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA
Cristal D. Abraham
Lynn Nicole Adams
Katerina Agreda
Abraham David Aguilar
Jaclyn Albanese
* Taylor Jane Bale
Robert Justin Bayliss
Alicia Susan Berget
Kayleigh Lauren Black
Cara Ann Boileau
Kiana Marie Bourgeois
Veronica Vimla Budhan
John Alexis Carlo
Jose Aneurys Castro
Timothy Ceballos
Jeffrey Robert Clayton
Luis Alberto Colon, Jr.
Adena Daniel
Samantha April Dubel
Blaise Michael Edwards
Haley Rose Erdbrink
Melissa Escudero
Lisa Scot Fosier
Zachary Owen Gamache
Paola Francesca Gervasii
Kayla Luriee Gibson
Samantha Rose Gillenwater
Meghan Murphy Glebas
Pratyush Saurabh Goberdhan
Daniel Gonzalez
Brianna Rose Gosselein
John Adam Goetheridge
Barbara Alexandra Graterol Palacios
Kevin Phillip Greene
Savannah Kate Grillo
Stacey Marie Heath
Louis David Hill
* Samantha Janeece Hillis
Alexander Kirkland Husbands
Blervy Joseph
Michelle Kelly
Jasmine Renee Lucas
Anthony Luechesi
Hilton Minh Luong
Alexis Brianna Mack
Roxanne Martinez
Melissa Catherine Maturo
Holly Jean McClung
Charles Marshall McCue III

Joseph Michael Brisson McGee
Ambar Yamel Medina
Cheyenne Rachelle Meyer
Kevin John Miller
Carlos Alberto Montero, Jr.
William Charles Woodrow Moore
Raja Mouatassim
Stefanie Shawn Nepaul
Geneliz Marie Nieves Bruno
* Kathryn Elizabeth Pavcik
* Alexis Julia Pelletier
*** Krystal Marie Bebee Pherai
Scott Marshall Reed
Catherine Jean Mitchell Remaks
Julie Crystal Rerucha
Bradley Stephen Riddle
Daniela Del Pilar Rodriguez
Melissa Lynn Rudolph
Noel Jeremy Ruiz
Haifa Samaan
Jacqueline Barbara Sanchez
Larissa Ann Sanders
Brooke Scheidhauer
Allison Schmidt
Brittany Danielle Seltzer
Gabriella Antonia St Croix
Brittany Lynn Stidham
Maggie Ta
Andrea Lyn Tardif
* Murrielle Pierre-Louis Telfort
Gino Paul Trelli
*** Emily Erin Troil
Victoria Lynn Valerio
Jared Michael Warn
Madison Lee Wilson
Dannielle Renea Withall
*** Violet Anne Young
Zhanat Zharassov

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Women's Studies
* Joanna Michelle Hoyt
Linae Ghodoussi Parkinson

Bachelor of Science

Environmental Studies
Daniela Aponte
James Brian Barnes
Sean David Crosby
Jeremy Lugo
Cristina Elena Rivera
Naryana Tihaire Rodriguez
Cory William Roick

Interdisciplinary Studies BS
Zabrina Yetunde Olamide Abolarin
Clara Marie Adams
Zayna Lee Ahmad
Mohamed Alhamwi
Anna Margarita Alfred-Laureano
Caleb Michael Amon
Christopher Alejandro Arias
Brandi Lawonda Bell-Dillard
Mary Beneche
Veronica C. Benzaquen
Tawanda Gardeline Bernard
James Bourassa
Daniel Gregory Brown
Keon Xzavian Brown
Lucas McAllister Brown
Brandon Kirk Burrell
Skye Marlice Byron
Joseph A. Cappola
Dante Alexander Caridi
Oliver Cartwright
Shaik Zahid Chowdary
Allyson Margarate Colangelo
* Kendall Leigh Corbitt
Carolina Cortes
Arvin Garcia Cortez
Nathaniel David Countess
Sonia C. Cox
Samantha Megan Crisswell
Jacqui Lyn Crouse
Kaitlin Kendall Cruit
Kyle David Stewart Cunningham
Walker Garinger Dawkins
Maria Sofia Del Mauro
Anthony David DiCicco
Mythili Dommeti
* Brandy Sherie Dozier
Daniela Duverge
Alicia Edmead
Chudi Valentine Egbehike
Makeda Dayna Elliott
Darius Dwayne Evans
Kelsey Elizabeth Evans
Michaela Noelle Evermonde
Christy Deshay Ferrell
Michael Glenn Fleming
Aleeyah Amoy Fletcher
Daniel Kyle Foshee

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Peyton Hannah Freeman
Alexander Emilio Garces
Joshua Aaron Garrett
Kristin Diane Gassett
Madelin Gomez
Justin Sean Gorbea
Dayon Lynn Griffin
Jeremy Cesar Guash
JaKayla Ashanti Guillou
Abdulkarim Hajissa
Courtney Briana Jordan Hall
Luis Alejandro Hernandez
James Michael Higgins
Tritonia Rosalyne Hunt
Sophia Renae Jacques
Kyle Andrew Jahna
Lesley Ferreira Jereissati
Jada Yasmine Jimenez-Pittal
Zoe Ann Kaisen
Daniel Kerzman
Jordan William Kicklighter
Tarayn Margaret Korkus
Jennifer Lynn Kruskopf
Jamie Lynn Kugel
Emily Z. Kutik
Domenick Paul LaMagna
Lindsey Antoinette LaPierre
Michael Adam Lapp
Beatrice Pascal Laurent III
Ashley Nichole Lewis
Keigan Lewis
Cydney Elizabeth Loutos
Taylor Marae Lucier
Lindsay Michelle Malley
* Bobak Manesh
Klaire Stephanie Martin
Brittney Sashana McCoy
Marcus Eugene McNut
Esteban Daniel Medero
Geyzel Tamichka Medina Lopez
Emely Mendez
Isaac William Mills
Naseha Eesha Mirza
Cindy I. Mojica
Forrest John Moore
Ravene Moore
Robert Jarrod Moore
Ira K’nujini Murray, Jr.
Aslan Nasir
Kelly Nguyen
Madison Leigh Nichols
Estephany Marie Nunez
Kimberlie N. Ostrosky
Elizabeth Panagopoulos
Xiomara Marie Perez
Opal Emilia Reyes
Sherilyn Milagros Reyes
Jedica Lee Rivas
Jonathan Allyn Sherman
Vilhus Smolinskas
Shelby Elena Smith
Morgan Elizabeth Smuczynski
Miguelina Sosa
Elijah Rashaan Spann
Zane Chase Stickney
Stephen Wayne Sumner
Sonya Rena Swarts
Crystal Tejeda
Garrett Michael Thompson
Christine Tillack
Mary Jon Torrza
Sarah Christina Townsend
Kiara J. Tyson
Aleeya Khan Vasquez
Ruthanne Eberthe Veilard
Christopher Ray Villar
Emily Kate Warnock
Kaylee Morgan Watson
Jennifer Lee Welte
Josie Morgan Williams
Racquel Danielle Williams
Crystal Jade Yip
Ashjan Ameen Zaben
Mariam Syed Zakir
** Rumla Zaman

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS-Health Services Administration

* Phuoc Dinh
Anthony Ryan Talan Zane Hoffman
* Amarily Torres

Applied Science BAS-Information Technology

Zachery Joseph Gerber
Gregory Lee Glenn
Susan Edwina Crawford Morris
Gabriella Marie Venezia

Applied Science BAS-Legal Studies

Dunen Nicole Bednar
Alecia Hinds
Carolin Jimenez Plancencia
Ashley S. McAlpine
Terri Lynn Ronlev

Applied Science BAS-Software Development

Robert Bosse
José Geraldo Torres, Jr.
Eric W. Willoughby
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Entertainment Management BS
Nicole Louise Annucci
Andrew Lloyd Ayers
Jonathon Robert Batista
Kevin Stone Broadway
Melissa Lynn Brogan
Justin Alonzo Brown
Ashley Lyn Cochrane
Taylor Lee Dunton
Paul Christopher Lee Monta Elkins
Chelsey Nicolette Emmanuel
Kara Ann Finnegan

** Maria Catherine Gillin
 Cory Jason Goicochea

** Jeffrey Todd Hadley
* Antonio Michael Harris
Jeffrey Raymond Jarzombek, Jr.
* Nicole Breanne Jenau

** Jade Margaret Caroline Johnston
Sarah Maria Kacena
Amanda Anne Koenig
Olivia Danielle Kurecki

** Brandon Austin Lafita
Peter J. McGuire
Audrey Ellen Minch
Alexes Patricia Moreno
Dayanara Morera
Paulina Lisette Mosbach

* Tyler Daniel Mower
Dalena Nguyen
Casey Jane Noble
Brendan Scott Pafford
Joshua Scott Page
Katherine Elizabeth Ragusa

* Amanda Elizabeth Rey
Alexis Nicole Riley
Kierran Shanell Robinson
Christopher Joseph Schneider
Christopher James Stelzer
Monica Andreina Vejar

Event Management BS
Stefanie Ann Barfoot
Uina Pascoal Barros
Valerie Suzanne Barton
Lindsay Bauman
Courtney Michelle Bowling

*** Ashley Laure Brooks
Jessica Nicole Broome
Valerie Lou Bruno

Chelsea Noelle Carrie
Maria Fernanda Casas
Kristal Grace Cifuentes-Gomez
Sarah Jane Cooper
Jennifer Janet Cruz
Ashleymeli Cuevas-Vincenti
Rebecca Grace Davey
Matthew Oliver Dawson
Nicole Alshe Dibler
Jonna Marie Dimaria
Rebecca Ann Dupont

** Ana Bettina Bonifacio Duque

** Casey Marie Durlat
Jacob Park Edmondson
Mohamed El Hajouji
Debra K. Feliciano
Amanda Ferreira
Danielle Monet Fisher
Abigail Brady Ford
Julia Yve Friedman
Brittany Nicole Gay
Victoria Elizabeth Genua
Christine Gaitree Gopie
Dillon Wyatt Gray
Madalaine Parker Greene
Rafael Grullon
Tiffany Marie Hagen

** Dana Marie Hardy

* Casey Harmuth
Victoria Carolyn Hilding
Kylee Holland
Kathryn Taylor Hughes
Natalie Marie Janoscko
Jessica Lee Labadie
Jadyn Rebecca Loren
Sarah Jane McKay
Monay Michelle Miles
Michael Tyler Miller
Ana Gabriela Monterosso
Norma Patricia Mora Martinez
Brooke Elizabeth Myllo
Paola V. Narvaez
Allegra Nicolai

** Ross Eden Noble II
Allyson Nicole Nordean
Kaelynn Jeanette Norkas
Nicole Osvald
Ragan Elizabeth Pape
Imelta Perez-Jacinto
Alexis Jean Peral
Robert Andrew Perrone
Pretima Persaud
Ashley Nicole Polanco

** Gabrielle Ayana Rayner
Fabian Brandon Rene
Leah Ricker
Ivana Melissa Romero
Sydne Elizabeth Rubear

*** Bryan Michael Samsury
Natalie Lauren Schol
Berkley Raine Sickler
Katherine Rose Silliman
Jessica Sixto
Chella Marie Smith

*** Stephanie Corrin Steedle
Kelsey Leigh Stidham
Megan Michelle Sylvia
Lisa Belle Terauchi
Mariolina Rose Territo
Sarah Isabel Torres
Beverly Trieu
Alejandra Urbina
Ana Maria Valencia
Ruby Deya Verduga
Tony-Ann Audia Walker
Meredith Lauren Wanersten
Jillian Kathleen Zawacki

Hospitality Management BS
Luis Felipe Acosta

*** Nicole Angelie Agosto Rivera
Liliana D. Aguilar
Samantha Michelle Albert
Linda Antonova
Lauren Taylor Armstrong

** Alejandra Ayala
Elena Almazurina
Grant Stephen Baldinger
Tyler Matthew Barre
Chayyaa Benslimane Qasbaoui
Victoria Nicole Berish
Mason Thomas Bolger
Johnny Elton Bowen II
Michelle Lauren Boyd

*** Ashley Laure Brooks
Christopher Lee Brown
Ashleigh Taylor Butterfield
Jennifer Anne Calise
Nathalia Castillo
Maria Castrillo
Nathan Lee Chancellor
Daniel Joseph Cobb
Rachel Santos Cochrum
Amber Louise Court
Taylor Ashton Crawford

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Aliyah Cunningham
William Thompson Dawkins
Rachel Alice Golden Dawsey
Matthew Oliver Dawson
Bodhi Quentin DeMolay
** Jonathan Michael Dennis
Alyssa Trenaie Dixon
Stephen Harrison Doctor
Devyn Ann Dohner
*** Casey Marie Durlat
Christopher Gerard Elekes
Megan Ellert
Danielle Nicole Ernewein
Melissa Falcone
Nathalie Mercedes Fandino-Salas
Andrew Figueroa
Taylor Elizabeth Finkley
Christina Lee Fredrickson
*** Bridget Margaret Frost
Ximena Alejandra Gasc
Victoria Elizabeth Genua
Genevieve-Marie George
Sarah Girolometti
Shylo B. Gongwer
Keysi Vanessa Gonzalez
Stephanie Gonzalez
Lynette Young Granger
John Joseph Greening
Anthony Samuel Gringeri, Jr.
Landrew Joseph Hallstrom
Lauren Victoria Hanley
* Casey Harmuth
Christina Elizabeth Heaney
Tatiana Hines
Katherine Michelle Hoffman
Jeffry Wayne Hopfensperger, Jr.
Dalaniéque Antonette samarah Horne
Erika Chiayu Hu
Landon Rainier Hughes
Esperanza Lynette Jackson
Miranda Marie Jahner
Chandler Michael Jones
Megha Katyal
Michel Andre Khoury
Gaaliyah Bertice King
Shelley Leanne Kinsey
Rebecca Anne Kirsch
Nicole Ashley Koenig
Tuta Wael Koua
Taylor Rae Kuruc
Benjamin Jesse Kuszel
Michael Robert Lahens
Lauren Michelle Levitsky
Nicolas Matthew Lopez
Jalis Lorraine Lovett
Neomi Amelia Lowe
Kelsey Lee Mainsingh
Anna Theresa Marsala
Kourtnee Jeanne Marshall
Kendra Martin
Lyann Michelle Martinez Rivera
Sarah Jane McKay
Lauren Alexa McLendon
Spencer David Meador
Bradley Thomas Mehlrose
Brianna Elizabeth Miller
Bridge Jane Miller
Shirley Salma Miller
Dorian Jay Mitchell
* Jacquelyn Faye Morse
Randi Nicole Mullings
* Megan Grace Murphy
Alex Nagy
Sheryl Faye Napoli
* Kennedy Taylore Nelson
Dainty Huyen Nguyen
Lauren Elyse Nielsen
Terrence Kahreem Noel
Candace Van Norton
Andrea Dayoung Oh
Ricardo Alberto Ojeda, Jr.
Christina M. Ortiz
Brianne Lauren Otte
Darby Kaitlyn Peak
Samuel Joseph Pooe
Greer Katherine Pelaia
Brittany Shaina Pelletier
Lissandra Perez
Pretima Persaud
Aaron Anthony Pfannenstiel
Rosanne Pistorio
Hannah Ashley Plazarin
Olivia Marie Plessl
Emily Beth Polito
Antonio Alex Potami
Marilyn Ann Pryce-Russell
Taylor Lauren Purcell
Sameerah Yasmeen Qudourah
** Gabrielle Ayana Rayner
Zhihao Ren
Jordan James Reus
Elaine Leann Ritter
Zachary Alan Robling
Solange Marie Roman-Colon
Michael Robert Roxborough
Sydne Elizabeth Rubecor
Patrick Elliott Ryder
Ruby May Saenz
*** Bryan Michael Samsury
Justin Mario Sangiulii
Nicollette Amber SantaMaria
Alexis Nicole Santaniello
Spencer Divin Herington Scheier
Heather Ashley Schultz
Andrew Fredrick Simpson
Alexander John Somoano
*** Stephanie Corrin Steedle
*** Rachel Lynn Stevenson
Jacob Nicholas Summers
Leigh Nicole Swistock
Christina Marie Tadros
Hiroki Tokoi
Valentina Anna Tosi
Cassandra Yvette Trejo
Kasandra Ulloa
Alejandra Urbina
Ana Maria Valencia
Jessica Lauren Van Ellekom
Jimmy Allen Vaughan
Christopher Villacreses
Demi Anastasia Voutsinas
Megan Wackernagel
Leanne Elizabeth Warren
Halle Nicole Westfall
Victoria M. Whiteside
Alyssa Lynn Whitmer
Rebecca Lynn Wietrzychowski

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist

Zachary Ty Bowers
Mallory Ann Cariglio
Drew Michael Carryer
Nicoleshe Dibler
Marcheline Vanessa Elie
Anna Permanova
Kristina Ashley Rocks
Matthew Jason Vogel
* Luke Tyler Zimmerman

Hospitality Management BS-Lodging Management

Kindia K. Vertilus
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Hospitality Management BS-Theme
Park and Attraction Management
Zachary William Acquafresca
Ayla Leigh Arrebola
Carly Jane Bloom
Austen Phillip Corbitt
Ricardo Ismael Diaz
* Jennifer Lee Falk
* Ariana Danielle Feller
  Jessica Ann Gardner
* Jonathan Robert Grundl
  Dirk Alex Jordan
  Patricia Louzada
  Ramsey Wilson Luce
  Dante James Marcaccio
  Tiffany Roura
  Kendall Thomas Starke
*** Matthew Sean Temmer
  Brian Vargas
  Stefani Vizzi

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
*** Nicole Angelie Agosto Rivera
  Kevin Anderson Bell
  Andrew David Blair
  Samantha Boland
  Hannah Elizabeth Boozan
  Stephen Harriison Doctor
  Aana Maliya Drumm
  Alma Victoria Duran
  Victoria Elizabeth Genua
  Erica Amemiya Harold
  Erika Chiayu Hsu
*** Jedd Alexander Zuriano Marrero
  Michael Kurt Mccoy
  Sharron Katreece Nelson
  Terrence Kahrream Noel
  Raymond Lewis Perkins
  Erika Rae Worlledge

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhetoric and Composition</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Community Innovation and Education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Administration</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Engineering and Computer Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Graduate Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Health Professions and Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Nursing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Optics and Photonics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rosen College of Hospitality Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle; but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the John C. Hitt Library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
## Honorary Degrees Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 1973</td>
<td>John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences</td>
<td>May 1997</td>
<td>Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1974</td>
<td>Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>Joe R. Lee, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>October 2002</td>
<td>Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>May 2005</td>
<td>Nancy Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>March 2006</td>
<td>Robert E. Kahn, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>December 2004</td>
<td>Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1985</td>
<td>Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>December 2011</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1988</td>
<td>John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>November 2017</td>
<td>J. Charles Gray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>December 2017</td>
<td>John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1992</td>
<td>Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>Robert Bryan, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td>Martha Halstead Hitt, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>James F. Heekin, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1995</td>
<td>Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas G. Kunz, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1995</td>
<td>Richard M. DeVos, Sr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carolyn Roberts, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts  M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science M.P.A. Master of Public Administration
B.Des. Bachelor of Design in Architecture M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts M.D. Doctor of Medicine
B.M. Bachelor of Music M.Ed. Master of Education
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
B.S. Bachelor of Science M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering M.S. Master of Science
B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering M.S.B.M. Master of Science in Business Management
B.S.ConE Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology M.S.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.P.S.E. Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
Ed.D. Doctor of Education M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ed.S. Education Specialist Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy
M.A. Master of Arts

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into MyUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100 or e-mail graduation@ucf.edu. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
This commencement program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu/2018/fall/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, December 17, 2018.